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FIG i1 christ the good samaritan illustration from a deluxe edition of the bible
published inin philadelphia by holman and company inm 1900 depicting the good
samaritan as a figure of christ



the good samaritan A type and shadow
of the plan of salvation
john W welch

before modernity christians read this parable allegorically with the samari-
tan for example aptly typifying christ such a reading becomes even stronger
when enriched by the full plan of salvation

one of the most influential stories told by jesus is the parable of the
good samaritan luke 1030 35 As a result of this scripture people all over
the world whether christians or not speak of being a good samaritan of
doing good for people who are in peril or need modern day good samari
tans stop to help stranded travelers fix flat tires or find shelter come to the
rescue of people in distress or serve spontaneously as benevolent volun
teers they even receive legal immunity in many states should they happen
to make matters worse while trying to be of help most people in modern
society know the main details of the story of the good samaritan and this
memorable story inspires benevolent daily decisions both socially and reli-

giously 2 because we all have serious needs this parable speaks deeply to
every human soul

As important and dramatic as its ethical content obviously is jesus
story may harbor far more meaning than most people ever imagine an
ancient but now almost forgotten tradition extending back to the earliest
days of christian interpretation sees this tale as much more than a story
and as far more than a parable according to this early christian view the
narrative is to be read as an impressive allegory of the fall and redemption
of mankind in LDS terms it may be seen even more expansively as a type
and shadow of the eternal plan of salvation this article explores and em-
braces the allegorical layer of signification and shows how a deeper level of
meaning does not detract from the conventional understanding of the
parable but adds rich epic dimensions to the typical understanding of this
classic vignette

READING THE GOOD SAMARITAN

jesus told this story to a lawyer or a pharisee who began his exchange
with jesus by asking master what shall I1 do to inherit eternal life jesus
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responded at first simply by saying what is written in the law how read
est thou the man answered by quoting two scriptures the first from
deuteronomy 65 thou shalt love the lord thy god with all thine heart
and the second from leviticus 1918 thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy-
self when jesus promised the man this do and thou shalt live the man
retorted and who is my neighbour luke 1025 29

in answer to the man s two questions jesus told the story of the good
samaritan people usually think of it as answering only the second techni-
cal question who is my neighbour but this story also addresses even
more deeply the first and more important inquiry what shall I1 do to
inherit eternal life the prophet joseph smith once taught I11 I have a key
by which I1 understand the scriptures I1 enquire what was the question
which drew out the answer or caused jesus to utter the parable3parableparables3 using
the pharisee s primary question as such a key with the second question
being like unto it matt 2239 shows that the story speaks of eternal life
and the plan of salvation in ways that few modern readers have ever paused
to notice

from parable to allegory and typology

the story of the good samaritan is usually understood as a straight-
forward parable A parable is a short account that parallels or exemplifies
some particular religious value causing introspection and self reflection
that leads to a specific moral outlook or imperative david seely offers a
convenient definition A parable is a narrative containing an extended sim-
ile or metaphor intending to convey a single thought or message 4

jesus told many stories that can be viewed as parables in each of them
he prompted his listeners to act in a single specific christlike way his vari-
ous parables teach people to be forgiving as in the story of the forgiven
steward who unmercifully refuses to forgive his debtors matt 1821 35 to
be prepared for the coming of the kingdom as with the watchful house-
holder matt 2442 44 or the ten bridesmaids matt 251 13 to spread
the seeds of the gospel as does the sower whose seeds land on four differ-
ent soils matt 131 9 mark 41 9 luke 84 8 to be persistent as is the im
portuningfortuningportuning widow who pesters a judge until he helps her luke 181 8 and
to develop the gifts or responsibilities over which one has been given steward-
ship represented by talents of gold or silver matt 2514 3030 luke 1911 27
seen simply as a parable the story of the good samaritan encourages
people to help anyone in need by answering a single pointed question
who is my neighbour luke 1029 or asked in modern terms willWHI I1 be

one who sees who hears who pauses and who helps will you5you115youa
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the word parable however does not fully describe the story of the
good samaritan moreover the story is more than a drama or a pattern
story that illustrates a single point of doctrine or presents one model of
11 moral life to be imitated 1166 does it have only a single message if so why
did jesus tell the story in such detail when a much simpler version of the
story could have just as well made the moral point of being kind to anyone
in need

because of its complexity the story of the good samaritan is better
described as an allegory which is a more complicated configuration than a

parable an allegory portrays a larger picture puts numerous pieces of an
intricate structure into place and helps to define relationships between
various parties or human affairs in an allegory each metaphorical ele-

ment of the narrative is meant to correspond to a specific counterpart7counterpartcounterparts177 or
to function organically within a conceptual structure

moreover a typology prefiguresprefigures or is a shadow of a deeper reality that
stands behind the verbal construct typological allegories in the gospel
help listeners understand the ultimate truths of life history and reality not
only by depicting a set of relationships but also by pointing to a more pro-
found meaning beyond such allegories play the role of enshrouding the
subject matter in a mysterious geheimnisvollen protective revealing ver
hiillendhullendhulland offenbarenden guise through which the words and various parts
of the text are to be substituted more or less for concepts8concepts18concepts 188 or for other
beings several of the parables of jesus such as the wicked husbandmen
mark 121 11 matt 2133 44 luke 209 18 the prodigal son luke 1511 32

and the good shepherd john 101ionloilonloh 18 are complicated enough that they
are probably better described as allegories than as parables and often they are
typological as well 9

the story of the good samaritan can be understood particularly well
as a typological allegory specifically as a presentation of the plan of salva-
tion especially from a latter day saint perspective each element in the
story serves an important purpose in representing a corresponding counter-
part and in conveying a symbolic or emblematic depiction As I1 show
below each point included by jesus in the story helps to place the samari-
tan s act of saving mercy in the broader context of the plan ofsalvation that
was established from the foundation of the world and made possible
through the atonement of jesus christ the story is not simply a moralistic
fable or a generic ethical hypothetical but a thoroughly christian contexconnex
tualizationdualization of the perils of mortality and the deeds of saving goodness in an
eternal setting of god s redeeming love and compassion
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early christian Aallegorization

in recent years only a few people who have studied the new testament
in terms of early christian literature have been aware that this story was

originally read as much more than a simple parable 010O in 1967 for example

hugh nibley briefly observed

to an outsider this is a story of the loftiestloft iest humanitarian and moral purpose
completely satisfying in itself yet it would now appear that no early chris-
tian could possibly have missed the real significance of the wine and the oil

that heal the wounded man as standing for the sacrament and the anoint-
ing that restore the ailing human soul to a healthy state thanks to the inter-
vention of the lord who is the good samaritan

indeed nibley s point can be extended much further the overwhelmingly
dominant tradition among the early christian fathers read this story as an
impressive and expansive allegory

I1 first became aware of the extensive history of the allegorical interpre-
tation behind the story of the good samaritan while my wife and I1 were

standing inside the famous twelfth century cathedral in chartres france
one of the beautiful tall panels of stained glass on the south side of the
cathedral s nave depicts with vibrant green accents that symbolize life

the story of the good samaritan together with the fall of adam and eve

see figs 22383 8 As is the case with many medieval stained glass windows
this panel was meant to be read as if it were a text reading the scenes in this
window I1 realized that the layout was designed to depict the story ofadam
and eve s expulsion from the garden of eden in tandem with the familiar
new testament parable 12 the lower part of the window tells the story of
the good samaritan in nine scenes while the top half uses twelve scenes to
relate the account of adam and eve s creation expulsion and redemption
11 thereby illustrating a symbolic interpretation of christs parable that was

popular in the middle ages 111313

another medieval window in the bourges cathedral south of paris

near orleans further develops this schematic in a manner inspired by the
widely circulating vulgate commentary glossa ordinariaordinarioordinaria see figs 4 5 9

another gothic window in the sens cathedral in eastern france even more
skillfully depicts this relationship by surrounding each of three scenes de-

picting the main elements of the parable of the good samaritan with four
vignettes from the creation and fall the life of moses and the passion of
jesus14jesus 14 see figs 6 7710io I1 became intrigued with these associations what
does the parable of the good samaritan have to do with the fall of adam
and eve the life of moses or the suffering of jesus where did these identididenti

fixationsficationsfications come from research soon disclosed a surprisingly rich interpre-
tive history there is indeed more here than normally meets the eye
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the roots of this allegorical interpretation reach deeply into the earli-
est christian literature 15 writing in the second century AD irenaeus16irenaeus16

and clement of alexandria17alexandria17 both saw the good samaritan as symboliz-
ing christ himself saving the fallen victim from the wounds of sin origen
only a few years later stated that this interpretation came down to him
from one of the elders who read the elements of this story allegorically
as follows

the man who was going down is adam jerusalem is paradise and jericho is

the world the robbers are hostile powers the priest is the law the levite
is the prophets and the samaritan is christ the wounds are disobedience
the beast is the lord s body the pandochiumpandochium that is the stable which
accepts all pan who wish to enter is the church and further the two
denariidenardi mean the father and the son the manager of the stable is the head of
the church to whom its care has been entrusted and the fact that the
samaritan promises he willwih return represents the savior s second coming 18

while we cannot be sure exactly how far back into early church circles this
fascinating interpretation can be traced 19 it is obviously very old

moreover writers in all parts of the early christian world fundamen-
tally maintained this allegorical interpretation with irenaeus in southern
france clement in alexandria origen in judea 020O chrysostom in con-
stantinoplestantin ople 221I1 ambrose in milan 22 augustine in africa 23 isidore in
spain 24 and eligius in northern france 25 these prominent theologians or
influential spokesmen covered the corners of the christian world of their
day each writer who made use of the samaritan story adapted its core ele-

ments somewhat to suit his individual needs or interests some people may
feel that this malleability proves that an allegorical reading of this text is a

subjective fabrication and therefore should not be taken seriously but on
the contrary the varied nuances given to this parable all presuppose an
essential common understanding of the story in a specific allegorical sense
to which those subtle modifications were then added

into late antiquity and the middle ages other clericiericlerics26clericscs2626 continued to
expound on the meaning of the good samaritan although in some ways
they deviated further from the original sense of the allegory all of them still
essentially accepted the outlines of the standard allegorization presented by
the earliest writers 27 from these early christian writings it is clear that the
dominant if not exclusive understanding of the story of the good samari-
tan in early times was allegorical see also plates 1 88. the story was basi
cally understood from the beginning as a type and shadow of christ saving
mankind from the fall of adam in its broad outlines and in its earliest
straightforward rendition the allegorical reading has much to commend it



god in majesty

god subjects mankind
to mortality

cain kills abel
adam sowsbows and eve spins

an angel drives them out

adam and eve eat the fruit and
are barred from the tree of life god finds adam and

eve hiding themselves
the temptation ofadam and eve

god forbids adam and eve
from eating of the tree

man in paradise
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god creates man

the samaritan cares
for the wounded man

the samaritan puts the
wounded man on his animal

the samaritan delivers

the samaritan has compassion him to the innkeeper
and bandages the wounds

A priest and a levite look on
but do not help

A robber attacks
the robbers strip and

A man leaves the holy city wound the man

christ and two phariseesPharis ees
discuss the law

cobblers cut leather
the cobblers offer

cobblers make shoes this window to god

FIG 2 key to chartres cathedral window



FIG 3 chartres cathedral window
A famous stained glass window in
the chartres cathedral depicts the
parable of the good samaritan in
tandem with the story of the cre-
ation and fall of adam and eve the
bottom half scenes 4 12 tells how a
man went down from the holy city
4 fell among robbers 6 7 and

was rescued by the samaritan 9 12

the top half shows adam and eve in
paradise 13 16 their fall and expul-
sion into the world 17 21 23 and
god in his majesty 22 24 chris-
tians in the middle ages regularly
understood jesus parable to refer to
the fall of adam and eve and the
redemption of mankind read in an
ascending pattern ofalternating hori-
zontal and diagonal moves the win-
dow emphasizes this one typology
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A man leaves the holy city

god creates the sun god and the
and the moon heavenly host

god creates woman god creates man

robbers attack the man

god leads adam and eve A serpent gives
to paradise the fruit to eve

god puts adam and evegod finds adam and eve
in charge of the animals

robbers strip the man

god drives adam and eve an angel closes the gate
out ofparadise

moses sees god in the moses breaks the
burning bush tablets of the law

A priest and a levite pass
by the wounded man

the jews worshipaaron collects jewels the golden calf

the samaritan takes
the man to the inn

christ is scourgedscourgerscourged the crucifixion

the weavers who
donated the window

FIG 4 key to bourges cathedral window



FIG 5 bourges cathedral window
the good samaritan window in the
cathedral at bourges read from
the top down relates the parable in
its central circles 2 6 in the semi
circles on the sides are ten scenes
from the creation and fall of adam
and eve 7 16 four scenes from the
life of moses 17 2020 and two small
medallions concerning the death of
christ 21 22 while this window
pplaceslaces its greatest emphasis on the
fall with two main scenes showing
the attack oftheodtheof the robbers and the vic-
tim being stripped 3 4 this win-
dow also surrounds the scene of the
priest and levite 5 with four
vignettes from the exodus espe-
cially showing israels rejection of

YR jehovah 18 20 the window thus
features two significant typologies
while briefly introducing the third

x inin its last two scenes 21 22
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the holy city
of jerusalem

god shows the eve eats the
tree of knowledge fruit and gives
to adam and eve some to adam

the man falls
among robbers

an angel drives
adam and eve Z

adam and eve
are discovered from paradise

moses points the jews moses and aaron
toward the brazen serpent go before pharaoh

A priest and a levite
look on but do not help

moses takes theaway moses sees god in
tablets as the jews

the burning bush
worship the golden calf

christ stands christ is scourgedscourgerscourged
before pilate

the samaritan delivers
the man to the inn

and gives the
innkeeper two coins

the women see anthe crucifixion
angel at the tomb

FIG 6 key to sens cathedral window



FIG 7 sens cathedral window
the window in the sens cathe-
dral is the most systematic of
these three good samaritan
windows it too is read from the
top down 1 4 with its three
main scenes being diamond
shaped these three receive
equal treatment around the
attack of the robbers are four
scenes focusing only on the
transgression of adam and eve

5 8 and not on the creation
around the priest and levite are
four scenes showing not so
much the apostasy of the
israelites 12 as moses faith
9 11 around the delivery of

the victim to the inn and the
samaritanssamaritanaSamar itans payment of two
coins are four scenes from the
suffering and resurrection of
christ 13 16 as he paid for the
sins of mankind and promised
to come again



FIG 8 location of chartres
cathedral good samaritan window



FIG 9 location ofofbourgesbourges
cathedral good samaritan window



FIG io10 location of sens
cathedral good samaritan window
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PLATE i top sens scene i the man began his journey in jerusalem the temple city
ofgod bottom chartres scene 14 man began in the presence ofgod adam is shown
here in paradise
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PLATE 2 top bourges scene 2 the man separates from the city ofgod on his way out
into the world bottom chartres scene 16 adam and eve are instructed not to partake
of the tree ofknowledge of good and evil
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PLATE 3 noptopnou sens scenes 2 and 5 8 the man falls among robbers the surrounding
scenes concern the transgression first of eve and then ofadam god shows adam and
eve the tree of knowledge eve eats the fruit and gives some to adam adam and eve
are discovered and an angel drives them from paradise bottom chartres scene 20 an
angel drives adam and eve from the garden stripping them of their premortal glory
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PLATE 4 top sens scenes 3 and 9 12 the priest and levite holding their books look
on but do not or cannot help the fallen man the surrounding scenes are moses sees
the burning bush moses and aaron go before pharoah moses raises the brazen ser-
pent and the israelites worship the golden calf bottom bourges scenes 18 and 20
aaron collects gold for the calf and moses breaks the tablets of the law
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PLATE 6 top sens scenes 4 and 13 16 the wounded man rides on the beast of the
samaritan who pays the innkeeper two denaria in the surrounding scenes christ
stands before pilate christ is scourgerscourgedscourged he is crucified and the women see an angel at
the tomb bottom chartres scene 4 christ and two phariseesPharisees discuss the law
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PLATE 7 top chartres scene io10 the samaritan brings
the wounded man to the inn representing the church W

right chartres scene 11 the innkeeper welcomes phetheprethemin 16
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PLATE 8 bourges lower half of window scene 6 depicts the compassion of the
samaritan which represents the pure love of christ flanking that scene are scenes 21

and 22 showing the scourging and crucifixion of jesus courtesy george S tate
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an allegorical typology enriched by LDS insights

originally the elements of the good samaritan story appear to have
expressed to readers many plain and precious things all of which are held
together and become even richer when understood in terms of restored
latter day saint doctrines of gods plan of salvation As the following step
by step analysis shows each element in this allegory corresponds signifi-
cantly with an important step in the journey of all of mankind toward
eternal life in other words the parable of the good samaritan is not only
a story about a man who goes down to jericho but also about every person
who comes down to walk upon this earth simply stated the man who
11 went down from jerusalem can be seen as representing adam or all
mankind jerusalem is the garden of eden or a premortal paradise and
jericho is the world the man s descent is the fall or our own entry into
mortality the robbers are the forces of evil that wound the man and leave
him half dead and stripped of his garment the priest and levite represent
the law of moses who are thus unable not just unwilling to save mankind
while the samaritan who comes to the aid and rescue of the victim repre-
sents christ himself he has divine compassion on the man washes him
with wine and anoints him with oil the samaritan then takes the man to
a public inn representing the church which is open to all entrusting the
victim to the care of the innkeeper the samaritan promises he will come
again at which time he will recompense or reward the faithful innkeeper

A certain man went down from jerusalem to jericho andfellandrelland fell among thieves

A certain man the early christian fathers mainly identified this man
specifically as adam indeed the aramaic word for man adam may have
stood behind the greek a certain man anthropos tis suggesting that this
story alluded to adam much more obviously in the ordinary jewish lan-
guage of jesus day than it does in modern languages 28 thehebrewadamthe hebrew adam
however also means 11 man mankind men as well as adam as a proper
name 29 similarly the greek word appearing in luke 1030 anthropos
man person encompasses each human being in general both men and

women the more specific greek word for man aner is generally used to
designate males only

consistent with the broader meanings of man it is noteworthy that
clement of alexandria one of the earliest of the christian fathers saw
the victim in this allegory as referring to all ofus likewise the idea that the
plan of salvation and gospel of jesus christ apply universally to each of
gods children is fundamental LDS doctrine we are indeed all travelers
subject to the risks and vicissitudes of mortality
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went down chrysostom saw this part of the story as representing the
descent of adam from paradise the garden of eden into this world
from glory to a loss of glory from life to death the greek is katebainenkatebainen
and the latin is descendebatdescendebat both indicating an actual descent origen saw
here an intentional transgression or falling into individual sinfulness
ambrose saw this as the fall of mankind under the sinful shadow of origi-
nal sin

in light of the second article of faith latter day saints would tend to
agree with the intentionality highlighted by origen although not with his
negativism and much less with the inherited sinful nature emphasized by
ambrose if the man who goes down represents all of humanity then the
narrative is not a tale of sin it is a depiction of the beneficial coming
down of all spirits from the premortal realm as all men and women
voluntarily and purposefully come down into the world through birth
following the same steps even christ s birth baptism and mortality are
described in scripture as a beneficial descent a coming down a conde-
scensionscensi on or coming down to be with us i ne 1126 2 ne 426

indeed the language in luke io10 implies that the man goes down inten-
tionallytionally through his own volition knowing the risks involved in the jour-
ney in the tale no one forces the man to go down to jericho and for
whatever reason the person apparently feels that the journey is worth the
obvious risks of such travel which were well known to all people in jesus
day 30 when the lone traveler then falls among the robbers it is an expected
part of the mortal experience

on the one hand in the typical modern or secular interpretation of
the parable of the good samaritan people usually assume that the victim
has suffered his great misfortune due to absolutely no fault of his own on
the other extreme in the early christian interpretation people assumed
that the victim had somehow wickedly sinned the LDS framework of
the plan ofsalvation offers a felicitous middle ground allowing one to see the
plight of the victim when he falls among the robbers as an expected neces-
sary and valuable part of the fallen experiences of mortality without
overemphasizing the negative aspects of entering into the mortal condition
and becoming vulnerable to sin

from jerusalem the story depicts the man going down from
jerusalem not from any ordinary city or place because of the sanctity of
the holy city early christian interpreters readily sought and found signi-
ficance in this element of the allegory for chrysostom jerusalem repre-
sented paradise or heavenly living and thoughts for augustine it
represented that heavenly city of peace for isidore it was not the para-
dise of the garden of eden on earth but the paradise of heaven and for
eligius it represented man s high state of immortality perhaps even im-
plying mans premortal existence
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latter day saints may see in this element all of this significance and
more for the person who descends in the story can represent all mankind
coming down from the premortal realms above moreover that person
comes down from jerusalem the holy temple city and hence from the rit-
ual presence of god presumably as a person comes down into the world
he or she comes endowed with the blessings and promises obtained from
god or conferred upon people in that holy temple city or setting one of
those assurances would have been the knowledge that god would provide
a samaritan necessary to save that person when he or she should encounter
grave difficulty along the path of life

to jericho the person in the story is on the road that leads down to
jericho which the christian interpreters readily identified as this world or
as eligius said this miserable life the symbolism is fitting for at 825 feet
below sea level jericho and the other settlements near the dead sea are the
lowest cities on the earth jericho s mild winter climate made it a popular
resort area where herod the great built his most splendid luxurious vaca-
tion palace

from a latter day saint point of view however it is important to
notice that the person has not yet arrived in jericho when the robbers at-
tack the person is on the steep way down to jericho but may not yet have
gone very far and certainly has not yet reached bottom As a person begins
to fall or descend farther and farther from the heavenly state troubles
will undoubtedly become more and more intense latter day saints might
not see jericho as representing this world but rather as pointing toward
the telestial or lowest degree of glory or perhaps even outer darkness in
an ultimate sense looking to some future final judgment or doom from
which all mankind can be saved the attack of the robbers and the inter-
vention of the samaritan stem that course and take the traveler in a more
wholesome direction 31

fell this may of course refer to the fall of adam but ambrose and
eligius saw it also as individual human failing ambrose blamed this fall on
ic straying from the heavenly mandate and eligius preached that if the per-
son had not been puffed up inside he would not have fallen so easily
when tempted on the outside the greek word here peripipto means
more than simply liptopipto to fall down or fall to pieces but to en-
counter fall in with or fall into certain circumstances especially mis-
fortunes 111232 thus it is easy to see here an allusion to the fallen mortal state
the general circumstances of the human condition or the natural man as
well as the plight of individual sinfulness or the results of falling in with the
wrong company

among thieves the early christian writers saw here a reference to the
devil irenaeus chrysostom the rulers ofdarkness clement hostile
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powers origen s elder opposing forces or evil spirits or false teachers
origen angels of night and darkness ambrose the devil and his angels

augustine angels of darkness isidore or evil spirits eligius
latter day saints may want to add a further dimension to this discus-

sion for these thieves or rather bandits or robbers such as the gadiantonGadianton
robbers are not casual operators but organized outlaws acting as a band
of robbers lelielleistai10istaileistadleistaistal the traveler is assailed not only by random devils or
various wicked spirits but by a band of highwaymen a pernicious society
that acts with deliberate and concerted intent 33

which stripped him of his raiment and wounded him and departed leav-
ing him half dead

stripped of his raiment the early christians sensed that jesus spoke of
something important here origen and augustine saw here a symbol for
mankindsmankinds loss of immortality and incorruptibility Chrysochrysostomstorn similarly
expressed this in terms of a physical loss of his robe of immortality but
also as a moral loss of the robe of obedience ambrose spoke theologi-
cally of being stripped of the covering of spiritual grace which we received
from god and eligius saw this psychologically as the loss of a robe

of innocenceofinnocence 11

latter day saints may find even further significance in the fact that the
attackers apparently want the persons clothing they undress ekdusantes
the victim 34 oddly they are not interested in the traveler s wealth or any
commodities he or she might be carrying nothing in the story indicates
that the person is carrying anything at all although one may assume that
the person has sufficient for his needs for some undisclosed reason how-
ever the attackers seem to be particularly interested in the garment worn
by the person at least the stripping receives special mention perhaps they
want this clothing not only for its inherent use as fabric just as the soldiers
divided the garments of jesus at golgotha matt 2735 but also to claim its
social status or privileges or powers especially if it represents a temple or
holy garment or maybe they want to deny the person the privilege of wear-
ing something distinctive or sacred somewhat reminiscent of the story of
josephs coat taken by his brothers35brothers35 or the young men or soldiers who con-
fronted elisha near jericho after he received the priesthood garment or
mantle of elijah 36 in any case according to origensbrigensOrigens fragment 71 the
robes are not only taken off but also taken away aphairesisaphaeresis

wounded the early christian fathers consistently mentioned here ref-
erences to the pains of life the travails of the soul the afflictions due to
diverse sins and acts of disobedience or the sins and vices of this mortal
condition in general latter day saints would agree sin and the enemies of
the soul do indeed wound the spirit whether those blows of mortality
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involve willful rebellion or inadvertent transgression furthermore it may
be significant that the robbers do not kill the victim perhaps this is to say
that they do not have the power to tempt or torment the man beyond his
ability to resist i cor 1013 or beyond the lords power to redeem

departed they simply go away the christian fathers offered no
thoughts about why or how they go away latter day saints might infer that
they are somehow commanded to depart or that the robbers are at least
afraid that someone with greater power will find them and catch them in
their treachery and so they quickly run to hide Chrysochrysostomstorn came the clos-
est to this idea suggesting that the robbers do not kill the victim because
god does not allow it

half dead the robbers depart leaving the person exactly half dead
hemithanatoshemithanatos in this chrysostom saw a faint indication of god s protec-

tion and he oddly assumed that the robbers do want to kill the traveler
eligius found in the depiction of the human condition as being half dead
the idea that the devil may deprive us of the happiness of immortal life but
not of our sense of reason

latter day saints may find in this detail however a much more likely
specific reference to the first and second deaths compare alma 1231 32

the person had fallen had become subject to sin and thus had suffered the
first death becoming subject to mortality but the traveler is only half dead
the second death permanent separation from god can stillstfllstall be averted the
early fragment 71 left by origen contains a similar idea this represents
11 the death of half of our nature for the soul is immortal but then this
notion drops out of later commentary

and by chance there came down a certain priest that way and when he saw
him he passed by on the other side and likewise a levite when he was at
the place came and looked on him andpassedand passed by on the other side

by chance in other words the arrival of the jewish priest is not the
result of a conscious search on his part this priest is not out looking for
people who are in need of his help stated even more strongly neither is the
priest there by any eternal plan or by divine intervention he is simply
there by chance kata synkuriansynkurian 37

A certain priest the early christian commentators saw this as a refer-
ence to the law of moses origen or to moses himself chrysostom or to
the priesthood of the old testament augustine which did not have the
power to lead to salvation in new testament times the priests in
jerusalem were aristocratic clergy who administered the affairs of the
temple many of the ruling priests were sadducees who were largely sym-
pathetic with hellenism and the roman authorities the story of jesus
does not specify whether the priest cereusiereusiereus is a high ranking priest or one
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of the 7200 ordinary priests who took their weekly and daily turns serving
in the temple 38 because this character is left somewhat indefinite he may
point to any high ranking priest or religious leader including those of
pagan temples or gentile churches who might use any ordinances or teach
people any doctrines of men that do not have the power to bring people
into life eternal

A levite origen and Chrysochrysostomstorn consistently say that the levite rep-
resents prophetic discourse or the body of prophets after moses in
other words for these early commentators the priest and the levite repre-
sented the law and the prophets of the old testament which jesus came to
fulfill matt 517 this idea fits the ethical message of the good samaritan
for doing unto others as you would have them do unto you is the law and
the prophets matt 712

but associating the levites exclusively with the prophets seems an
unlikely connection for jesus audience the levites were a lower class of
priest relegated to menial chores and duties within the temple if they were
lucky they served as singers and musicians otherwise they swept the
porches and those parts of the temple area open to the sky or served as

police to prevent any unlawful person such as a gentile from setting
foot in the temple either intentionally or unintentionally 30391139333939 interest-
ingly although the levites did not have access to the altar one of their aux-
iliary assignments was to help the priest on and off with his vestments
these stripped them of their raiment 1114040 the latter conduct being ascribed

by jesus to the robbers
nevertheless in jesus story at least this lower levitical priest does

more than the aristocratic priest who comes first the ordinary levite
came and saw whereas the priest only looks from a distance or considers

the problem briefly perhaps the levite wants to help but views himself as

too lowly and even more than the priest this aaronic functionary also
lacks the full power or authority to save the dying person but at least this
ordinary servant in the house of israel comes closer than does the aristo-
cratic priest in the end however the lowly levite also looks away and
passes by on the other side

saw him significantly the priest remains at a distance and the levite
who seems to come closer immediately withdraws they are apparently
unable to help in their present condition perhaps for several reasons the
point may be that they are unable or unprepared to help as much as that
they are unwilling to do so the parable gives no reason why they do not
help they saw but did not act perhaps an allusion to the fact that some
of the jews were blinded by looking beyond the mark jacob 414 fore-
seeing and watching for the coming of the messiah but then not receiving
him or acting as he would act
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passed by on the other side chrysostom suggested that the priest and
levite cannot help because they share in the fallen state but there may be
more the priest and levite will not cross over to the side of this traveler
but stay on the opposite side antipar6lthenantiparelthen this element emphasizes the
fact that they will not switch over or convert to the gospel but stay on their
previous mosaic course

but a certain samaritan as he hejourneyedjourneyed came where he was and when he
saw him he had compassion on him and went to him and bound up his
wounds pouring in oil and wine

samaritan in all cases the early christians saw the good samaritan as
christ himself irenaeus the keeper of our souls chrysostom the
guardian origen the good shepherd augustine or the lord and
savior eligius chrysostom suggested that a samaritan is a particularly
apt representative of christ because as a samaritan is not from judea so
christ is not of this world modern readers for the most part have lost
this plain point of view

this association however is probably the strongest emblematic ele-
ment in the story this christological interpretation as monselewskiMon selewski
defines it is readily acknowledged by several scholarly commentators and
theologians even if they do not extend the allegorical interpretation to
include further elements 41

jesus audience in jerusalem may well have recognized in jesus samari-
tan a reference by the savior to himself heinrich zimmermann even pro-
motes the hypothesis that jesus tale may have originated in an actual event
in the life of jesus himself 42

scriptural corroboration for the relevance of this identification of jesus
with the samaritan comes from the gospel of john when some jews in
jerusalem rejected jesus with the insult say we not well that thou art a

samaritan and hast a devil john 848 perhaps because nazareth is right
across the valley to the north of samaria and because jewish people gener-
ally thought as little of nazareth as they did ofofsamariasamaria john 146 the two
locations could easily be lumped geographically and culturally together

latter day saint doctrine resonates strongly with this notion for just
as the samaritanssamaritanaSamaritans were viewed as the least of allAaliail humanity so it was prophe-
sied that the servant messiah would be despised and rejected ofmen and
11esteemed not isa 533 thus the idea of the lowest outcast fits the
role of christ who had to descend below all things in order to redeem
humanity from death and hell see dac 1228 compare alma 712

also knowing that jesus intended the story to motivate listeners to
go90 and do thou likewise luke 1037 latter day saints will identify with

the samaritan desiring to go and do as he did not only seeing to the physical
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needs of those who have experienced misfortune but also becoming sav

ioursbours on mount zion obad 121 and helping to bring to pass the work
of god namely the immortality and eternal life of man moses 139 by
doing like the samaritan we join him in a crucial role as his companions in
bringing to pass the work of salvation and exaltation this relationship
between christ and his disciples is described in two other sayings of the
savior 1 I am the vine ye are the branches 11 and As the branch cannot bear
fruit of itself except it abide in the vinevine no more can ye except ye abide in
me john 15515544 likewise without branches the vine does not yield fruit

furthermore as has been expounded in great detail by birger ger
hardssonhardisonhards son and others the parable of the good samaritan in luke lo1010 shares
many ethical and religious parallels with the discourse on the good shep-
herd in john ionloilollon iai8i& 4313 in both christ as the good shepherd or the good
samaritan saves his flock from robbers john 108 and does not turn away
from his duty as do the hirelings john 1013 and the priest and levite
perhaps even more pointed may be the connecting linguistic detail that the
hebrew word sounding most like the name samaritan hebrew shome
roni is according to gerhardssonGerhardsson the word shamar meaning not only
guardian or keeper in the general sense of watchman but also occasionally
in the special sense of shepherd as in i1 sam 1720 the verb shamar
means to keep watch preserve support aid or tend 7144114444 and is often used
as a designation of god and ofhis anointed drawing even closer the lin-
guistic connections between jesus the good samaritan the good shep-
herd and god 45 of course one should not push any of these verbal
connections too far but these etymological similarities were notably influ-
ential in the minds of many of the most knowledgeable early christian
interpreters origen ambrose augustine isidore

As he hejourneyedjourneyed the text may imply that the samaritan representing
christ or his emulators is purposely looking for people in need of help
origen especially took note of this prospect and its theological implica-
tions that he went down intending to rescue and care for the dying
man the new testament text makes it clear that the others come by
chance but by saying that the samaritan came where he was the text
does not give the impression that his arrival is by happenstance or coinci-
dence his conduct is depicted as being more deliberate seeing idon
the samaritan sees with his eyes but also understands the situation with
his heart

had compassion this is one of the most important words in the story
it speaks of the pure love of christ the early christian writers saw little
need to comment specifically on the compassion of christ perhaps taking
its importance for granted

latter day saints however may wish to think more deeply in this
context about the pure love of christ that each disciple of christ should
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cultivate moro 747 and also about the deep sympathy that the savior
feels for the sinner in need and not just about the misery of the heart mis-
ericordiaericordia that became the prominent sentiment felt in this connection due
to that latin word regularly used to translate the greek word for compas-
sion the greek literally means that his bowels are moved with deep inner
sympathy esplangchnisthe splangchnon meaning inward parts bowels
compare alma 712

this greek word is used elsewhere in the new testament only in sen-
tences that describe god s or christ s emotions of mercy As is well recog-
nized outside the original parables of jesus there is no instance of the
word being used of men 114646 thus danieloudani6loujanielouDanidanlelou rightly argues that this word is

used in the bible as a distinctive theological marker referring exclusively to
god s love or divine compassion further strengthening the allegorical

identification of the samaritan as god or christ 47 this word appears
prominently in two other new testament parables in the parable of the
unmerciful servant when 11 the lord of that servant clearly representing
god was moved with compassion matt 1827 and in the prodigal son
when the father again representing god sees his son returning he had
compassion and ran and fell on his neck and kissed him luke 1520
likewise the samaritan represents the divinely compassionate god

went to him the injured traveler cannot move but christ comes to
succor him in his hour of greatest need he runs to the side of those who
suffer and comes to their aid without this help people cannot recover and
the victim does not move forward

bound up his wounds for clement love faith and hope are the liga-
tures of salvation which cannot be undone for chrysostom the ban-
dages are the teachings of christ or the binding of satan and freeing of
man for ambrose christ binds the sinner with a stricter rule for
augustine the lord restrains the traveler from further sin isidore posited
that the samaritan cured the human race of their wounds of sin while
eligius believed the samaritan bound his wounds while telling him to
repent interestingly origen made the point that the samaritan appar-
ently comes prepared he had bandages oil and wine with him

latter day saints will understand that the repentant person is bound to
the lord through covenants and thus might find further significance in the
process of binding than in the possible symbolic meaning of the fabric of
those ligatures As in the binding of isaac the receiving soul is prepared to
be bound to sacrifice all for the lord the soul is also bound to the lord in
covenant and the wounds are tied together with a new dressing inasmuch
as the robbers have carried off the garment of the traveler and have left him
stripped the samaritan begins the process of replacing the lost garment or
rebuddingrebuilding the victim s spiritual protection by binding the wounds to
bind up the brokenhearted dacd&c 13842 with these bandages
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oil A lotion of olive oil would have been very soothing while most
early christian writers saw here only a symbol of christ s words of conso-
lation words ofgood hope or remission chrysostom saw the oil as a refer-
ence to the holy anointing this may refer to many ordinances or
priesthood blessings the initial ordinance of anointing Ps 22 1850
206 the use of consecrated oil to heal the sick james 514 the gift of the
holy ghost often symbolized by the anointing with olive oilohl 48 or the final

anointing of a person to be or become a king or a queen 49 in ancient israel
kings were anointed with olive oil the names christ and messiah also

mean the anointed one and accordingly the christ figure gives the needy
soul that which is of his very essence latter day saints recognize the
importance of being anointed in preparation to receive the blessings of
eternal life and LDS scholars find it interesting that in both scripture and
early christian tradition olive oil is symbolic of the holy ghost this is

because the holy ghost provides spiritual nourishment enlightenment
and comfort just as olive oil in the ancient near east was used for food

and 31501150335050light anointing
wine the samaritan also takes his wine and lets it gush out into

epicheonepiche6nepicheon the open wound helping to cleanse and disinfect it for some of
the fathers this wine represented the mystery of faith chrysostom the
doctrine or word of god origen or the exhortation to labor with the high-
est fervor of soul augustine eligius but others were quick to point out
that the wine is something that stings origen for god stings our
wounds with a declaration of judgment ambrose

the earliest christian interpretation associates this wine with the blood
of christ the blood of davids vine clement an idea with which latter
day saints would readily identify the redeeming blood of christ symbol-
ized in the administration of the sacrament purifies the body and soul the
administration of the wine which cleanses and purifies the body and re-
news the covenant of baptism potently represents the atoning blood of
christ accordingly the good samaritan brings not only physical help but
also the saving ordinances of the gospel this atoning wine may sting at first

but it soon brings healing and purity and becomes soothing and comforting

and set him on his own beast and brought him to an inn and took care

ofofhimofrimhim

set him on his own beast the early fathers uniformly saw in this
phrase a reference to christ s own body fulfilling the prophecy that the ser-

vant will bear our sicknesses matt 817 quoting isa 534 augustine said
that to be placed on the beast is to believe in christs incarnation for in

the flesh jesus bore our sins and suffered for us certainly christ carriescarries
each of us into salvation the allegory however does not say that the
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FIG ii11 the compassionate service of the samaritan illustration by rudolf schafer
from a 1929 german edition of the bible published in stuttgart

samaritan carries us on his own back or flesh the story says that the vic-
tim is placed on the samaritan s own beast which might represent christ s

yoke or some other extension ofhis power such as the priesthood mission-
aries or other agents through whom christ ministers in bringing people
into the church although the text does not specify what kind of beast is

involved it may well be an ass figuringprefiguringpre a sharing of the lord s beast of
triumphal entry with christ allowing each person whom he rescues to ride
as the king himself

inn for the early christians this element readily symbolized the
church the holy church or the universal church of god in his latin
translation ofoforigenorigen s homily containing the words of one of the elders
jerome adds a reference to the stable but the inn katalumekatalume of luke 27271

meaning a guest room should not be confused with the inn pan
docheiondocheion of luke 1034 meaning a public house interestingly the story
in no way indicates where the inn is located or where the robbers attack so
the samaritan may take the victim back up the road toward jerusalem
beginning his ascent back toward the holy state

the ideas of a wayside inn a public shelter or a hospital all of which
are implicit here offer meaningful symbols for the church of christ it is

not the heavenly destination but a necessary aid in helping travelers reach
their eternal home those within the inn are cared for temporarily and
those who work there expect the samaritan to come again perhaps with
other victims in need of their care
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took care of him christ stays with the injured person and takes care of
him personally the entire first night the lord does not turn the injured
person over too quickly to the innkeeper he stays with him through the
darkest hours As origen commented jesus cares for the wounded not
only during the day but also at night he devotes all his attention and
activity to him

and on the morrow when he departed he took out two pence and gave
them to the host and said unto him take care of him and whatsoever thou
spendestspen dest more when I1 come again I1 will repay thee

on the morrow chrysostom assumed that this refers to a time after
this life after the holy resurrection but ambrose and augustine saw here
a prophecy by jesus that he would be resurrected that he would come
again after easter or after the resurrection of the lord in other words
christ ministered in person to his disciples for a short time for one day
and through that night but on the morrow when he departed that is

after his death resurrection and ascension he left the traveler in the care
and keeping of the church for latter day saints however the dawning of
the new day in the life of the rescued victim naturally relates to the begin-
ning of the convert s new life enlightened by the true light

two pence early on irenaeus origen and the elder saw these coins
which would have borne the images of caesar as symbolizing the image

of god the father and his son the one being the identical image of the
other heb ia11 3 chrysostom and ambrose however found here a refer-
ence to the scriptures specifically the old and the new testaments while
augustine identified them with the two instructions on charity or love
luke 1027 one might suggest that they could also represent in modern

times the two priesthoodspriest hoods or any two witnesses to the truth
because the two pence denaria would represent two days wages

these coins could well represent making adequate provision for the needs
of the person through the stewardship of the church if jesus is saying 1 I

will pay you for two days work then he may also be implying that he will

return on the third day 51

moreover the amount of money involved here was probably not arbi-
trarily selected two denaria or one half shekel was the amount each jew-
ish man had to pay as the temple tax each year 52 by paying this amount
the samaritan may be saying symbolically that he has now paid that obliga-
tion for the hapless traveler providing the means for him to be in good
standing within the house of the lord

innkeeper chrysostom and augustine saw the innkeeper as paul but
isidore suggested that the innkeeper could represent all of the apostles or
their successors who preached the gospel if the inn refers to the church in
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general however the host could be any church leader who takes responsi-
bility for the nurturing and retaining of any rescued and redeemed soul

when I1I1 come again the christ figure promises to come again a ready
allusion for several commentators to the second coming of christ the
unnamed elder and chrysostom or to the day of judgment ambrose As

danieloudani6loujanielouDanidanl elou notes the greek word epanerchesthai is the same word that
appears one other time in the new testament in luke 1915 referring dis-
tinctivelytinct ively to the time when christ will come again to judge who has done
what with the talents or pounds they have been given these two occur-
rences of epanerchomai are the only uses of this word in the new testa-
ment significantly heightening the strength of this eschatological element
in the allegory of the good samaritan 53

repay or reward the innkeeper is promised that christ will cover all
the costs whatever you expend the root of the greek word prosdapanao
means not only expend but also implies spendingspend ing freely even to the
point of wearing out or exhaustion 54 the expectation is that the stewards
over the church will drain themselves in carrying out their responsibilities
and that the lord will make them whole in the day ofjudgment

beyond that the new testament text implies more than simply that
the samaritan will reimburse the innkeeper upon his return he will re-
ward apodidomai the worker generously and appropriately while the
word apodidomai can mean simply to repay a debt as in matt 1825 34 it
is also the word used in matthew 64641818 speaking of god s great rewards to
the righteous he shall reward thee openly and in matthew 1627 he
shall reward every man according to his works as well as in luke 198 to
11 restore fourfold the innkeeper is therefore assured that eternally all

his effort will be worthwhile Chrysochrysostomstorn thus saw the samaritan s pledge
as a promise of bestowing a crown of justice and a payment worthy of
your labor accordingly this final significant element in the story gives
the assurance that all those who do the lords bidding will receive a just
and generous reward in the day of reckoning compare matt 2540 based
as irenaeus said on the increase we have produced

perhaps more than any other element in the story this promise of the
samaritan to pay the innkeeper whatever it costs in effect giving him a

blank check has troubled commentators who try to visualize this story
as a real life event who in his right mind in the first century would give
such a commitment to an unknown innkeeper especially considering that
hostelershostelers were often thought to be disreputable but when the story is under-
stood allegorically it becomes clear that when the samaritan christ makes
this promise and gives the innkeeper his charge they already know and
trust each other quite thoroughly 55 otherwise the ending of the parable
limps rather badly for why else would the innkeeper exhaust his resources
on behalf of the victim if he did not already know and trust the samaritan
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TABLE i1 A summary of patristic allegorizationsauegorizations
and LDS types and shadows of luke lo1010

luke 10 patristic auegorizationsallegorizations LDS types and shadows

a man adam all mankind
went down left paradise left premortal existence
from jerusalem a heavenly place presence of god
to jericho the world a telestial world
fell straying pride fallen state sins

among robbers satan evil forces satan expected trials

stripped him losing immortality stripping authority garment
wounded him effects of disobedienceofdisobedience sin blows of mortality
departed god did not allow more required to depart
left him half dead soul is immortal two deaths

by chance na not by the original divine plan

priest and levite law and prophets those with partial authority
passed by could not help lacked higher power to save

samaritan christ guardian christ most humble despised
saw na knowing him and seeing all

had compassion misericordia pure love ofchristof christ
went to him to be a neighbor succoring him in need

bound his wounds teachings rules binding covenant
pouring in na gushing forth and filling up
oil soothing hope healing anointing holy spirit
winewine stinging reprimand atoning blood
on his own beast body of christ with helper triumphal rescue

inninn the church church but not a final destination
took care church accepts all jesus personally cares for all

on the morrow after resurrection dawning of new day born again
two denaria father and son two testaments two days annual temple tax

the innkeeper apostles paul any church leader
when I1 come again second coming second coming
repay suitable reward cover all costs reward well

thus the story of the good samaritan works very well as an extended
allegory for the plan of salvation all of its elements fit meaningfully into
an allegory of the fall and redemption of mankind en casing many allu-
sions to divine sacred sacramental ecclesiastical and eschatological sym-
bolic elements especially from a latter day saint point of view this
interpretation offers a strong reading oftheodtheof the text in terms of completenessofcompleteness

coherence insight and outlook this may be its best reading even beyond
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the elements recognized by the early christian commentators the follow-
ing factors have heightened significance for latter day saints the univer-
sality of all people coming down from the premortal world to this earth
the holy temple symbolism of jerusalem the stripping of the garment the
implicit reference to the first and second deaths in being half dead the limi-
tations of the aaronic or lower priesthood the pure love and succoring
condescension of christ the anointing with oil the washing away of sins
through the blood of the savior the necessary role of the church in assist-
ing in the work of the plan of salvation and the prospect that each faithful
servant of the lord can and should go and do like the savior himself in
helping to bring to pass the eternal life of all mankind

QUESTIONS AND FURTHER reflections
thinking about the implications of this allegorical interpretation of

the good samaritan raises several questions of various kinds that call for
further exploration in each case additional research sheds positive light
on this interesting and I1 think important understanding of this story one
of the most significant and influential stories ever crafted and told by the
savior the purpose of the remaining sections of this article is not only to
legitimize this allegorical interpretation but even more to explore some
of its attractive implications

the loss of the allegorical approach

on learning about the broad allegorical design of the good samaritan
one quickly wonders why have people not heard more about the early
christian approach to the good samaritan before when did the story of
the good samaritan lose its primary allegorical signification seeing it as
an allegory of the plan of salvation discloses a whole new range of power-
ful meaning in the traditional parable when and how did this under-
standing get lost

it is clear that the allegorical interpretation remained the dominant
understanding of this new testament passage at least well into the middle
ages as is evidenced in the stained glass windows of several european
cathedrals even into the protestant reformation the allegorical or christ-
ologicalto interpretation remained the basic understanding 56 it was so
deeply ingrained that even martin luther retained all of the basic ele-
ments in the traditional allegorical interpretation because he rejected the
efficacy of the catholic sacraments in bringing about the salvation of
mankind luther made a few small adjustments seeing the oil and wine
as simply symbolizing the gospel and the samaritanssamaritanaSamaritans animal as the
cross thus in his sermon on august 22 1529 luther worked through
each element in the parable commenting allegorically on such things as
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the love of god the samaritan as the image of christ the robbers as the
devil the plight of the victim as the helplessness of mankind and the inn
as the christian church 57

the rise of humanism scholasticism individualism science and secu-

larism during the enlightenment coupled with calvins strong antiallegor
ical stancestance5858 and capped off with the dominantly historical approach to
scripture favored in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries eventually
diminished the inclination of scholars to see much more in this text than a

moral injunction to be kind to all peoplepeople5959 and a criticism of organized
religion as not having the power to benefit mankind 60 in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries the christological interpretation almost com-
pletely 116161disappeared

As leslie barnard points out the great german scholar von harnack
described allegorization as a species ofbiblicalof biblical alchemy but barnard is

right that such a view is facile in the extreme 116262 with barnard those who
enjoy the identification of multiple levels of meaning in the words of jesus

and who recognize that the parable of the good samaritan need not neces-
sarily have had only one original simple meaning in jesus eyes may well

lament the loss of the original inclination to see this parable as an allegory

or typology 6361 unfortunately this approach has been largely overwhelmed
in recent years by the critical historical or sociological approaches strongly
preferred today in modern biblical scholarship

the strengths and weaknesses of historical approaches

how have modern biblical scholars approached the story of the good
samaritan where do they focus their attention most modern exegetesexegeses

have concentrated on historical matters in an effort to explain the real life

significance of details in the story significant studies have been published
for example on the following subjects

i1 the animosity that existed between the jews and the samaritanssamaritanaSamar itans at
the time of jesus 6461

2 the rabbinic debates at the time of jesus over the meaning of the bib-
lical law on loving one s neighbor 65

3 jewish sayings on the priority of mercy basedhesed over law or sacrifice
commenting especially on hosea 66 for I1 desired mercy and not
sacrifice 116666

4 the ritual purity laws that might have inhibited a jewish priest or the
levite from helping the injured traveler 67

5 the apostasy of the jewish religious leaders in first century judaism 6861
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6 the infestation of robbers that made it dangerous for people to travel
from jerusalem to jericho or in the hill country or desert wadis dur-
ing the days of jesus 69

7 the illegality of importing oil from samaria into judea 70

8 the filthy and dangerous conditions of wayside inns in the ancient
world 71

9 the commercial status of debts incurred at public inns in that era 72

building on these pieces of background information most of these com-
mentatorsmenta tors have sought to intensify the central ethical message of the
parable for example hatred between jews and samaritanssamaritanaSamar itans can serve to
emphasize the shamefulness of not showing kindness to anyone in need
even if the needy person falls outside of one s own accepted religious or
societal group petty technicalities concerning blood or corpse defilement
can be used to accentuate the idea that charitable deeds are more impor-
tant than priestly purity 73

other approaches of course have been taken by modern interpreters
some have applied reader or audience response analysis to the narrative 74

and others have employed redaction criticism literary criticism or text
linguistic criticism 75 but for the most part interest in historical factors
has predominated

As interesting and as instructive as these historical details may be
however they often run contrary to the plain ethical reading of the parable
let alone its overall allegorical thrust for example while it may have been
hard for a jew to admit that a samaritan had been a neighbor to the injured
man we know nothing about the ethnicity or occupation of the beaten man
himself despite the fact that some commentators flatly state that the one
who is robbed and beaten is a jew 0176117676 and others have even been so bold as

to figure that he is a notoriously dishonest jewish merchant whose itin-
erant lifestyle prevents him from observing even the most basic laws con-
cerning food preparation and purity 77 for all we actually are told in the
text the man who is left half dead may be a samaritan or a gentile or a

pious jew his identity is unstated but without knowing his identity we
know little about the social nature of the samaritan s compassion hence
historical information about such things as the hostility between jews and
samaritanssamaritanaSamar itans the illegality of importing oil from samaria into judea the
need to show mercy to foreigners 78 or the issue of jews showing kindness
to proselytesproselyterprose lytes 79 while interesting issues are largely irrelevant to the actual
story and superfluous to one s becoming or being like the savior if jesus
purpose was to instruct people to be kind to those outside one s normal
circle of friends he should have clearly identified the victim for instance
as a jew or a roman jewish debates may have prompted the lawyer s ques-
tions but they did not dictate jesus answer
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likewise concerns about priestly impurity may be a red herring after
all the man is not yet dead and thus corpse impurity num 1911 12 is

not a live issue moreover in jewish law saving life was a high legal obliga-
tion for all people one is under an express affirmative duty to save and
protect any person in physical danger if thou seest him drowning in the
river or robbers attacking him or a wild beast coming upon him thou art
duty bound to save him 1118080 jewish law derived this rule from leviticus 1916
thou shalt not stand idly by against the blood of thy neighbour and

concerning the risk of attempting to rescue someone who is already dead
doubt there operates in favour of life 71811181708181 moreover logic requires that the

problem of corpse contamination could not have been a major legal im-
pediment in any case of rescuing a person from life threatening distress
for such a concern would have necessarily presented itself in every case of
saving life 82 whilewbflewofle a narrow legalistic definition of the term neighbor
might relieve a person of this duty to rescue just as it would shorten the
tether of the second commandment lev 1918 a supposed concern over
corpse impurity adds nothing in support ofexcusing a person from rescuing
a victim in such a case and thus is irrelevant to the logic of the story

similarly all of the historical information about robbers in the country-
side surrounding jerusalem may heighten a modern reader s awareness of
the dangers to which travelers were exposed at the time of jesus but this
information may actually undermine the effectiveness of the parable why
would any traveler in his right mind go out into such an area alone know-
ing those risks a historically sensitive audience would have been puzzled
by the implausibility of jesus tale does this man go down from jerusalem
recklessly or irresponsibly likewise the foolishness of the samaritan in
giving an innkeeper an open financial account would not seem to help the
audience in encouraging them to go and do likewise and to think more
deeply about the fuller meaning of the story

thus paying too much attention to historical detail may actually de-
rail the richness of the story jesus contemporary listeners probably would
have been thrown off balance from the outset of this scenario precisely
because this hypothetical fact situation ran contrary to the social or histori-
cal norms of the day in a similar fashion the parable of the prodigal son
also begins with a situation that was at least deplorable when that son asks
his father to accelerate the distribution of his inheritance while such a trans-
fer by a living father to a son was higlhighlyllyilyliy irregular under the jewish laws of
inheritance in jesus day 83 rather than shedding great light on these par-
ables such anomalies would have been the audience s first clue that these
stories were not to be understood primarilyprimarfhyflybly historically but typologically
the same realization should tip off modern readers that overemphasizing
historical details will lead them down wrong roads as well
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previous LDS commentaries

how have latter day saint commentators interpreted the parable
LDSLIDSliosllos writers have published too little about the good samaritan to allow
one to speak of an LIDSLDS interpretive history with respect to this text
although some LDS writers have sensed the depth of doctrine embedded
in this episode normally the story has been passed over by writers or
speakers as if it offers little beyond the patently obviobriobviousOUS 84

of those who have paused to write about this text most have fallen
into line with the ideas emphasized by modern protestant historicism
elder james E talmage focused his few comments largely on historical
observations about the dangers of traveling and jewish samaritan hostili-
ties indeed jesus story seems so richly realistic that elder talmage ven-
tured the opinion that it may even be true history as well as parable 118585 of
course an actual event may have stood behind parts of this story and alle-
gorization and historicity need not be mutually exclusive

robert matthews has accented the polemical setting of the lawyer s
question in rabbinic arguments in judaism around the time of jesus and
interprets the parable as a stern warning against what he sees as the jewish
attitudes of intellectual line drawing 86 keith howick similarly perceived the
narrative as antidialecticaldialecticalanti and antirabbinicalrabbinicalanti the parable exemplified
the selfish nature of judaism common at the time of jesus urging modern
people to avoid the mind set of the lawyer who asked his question from a
stilted narrow and unloving perspective and instead teaching people to
14 no longer be bound by duty but by love 31871187308787 placing emphasis on the nega-
tive historical backdrops frequently mentioned in connection with this
story however may lead us to make unfair judgments after all jesus was a
jew not all jews were dialectical fanatics not all jews hated the samaritanssamaritanaSamar itans
and the feelings of the priest and levite remain unstated while historical
caricatures simplify certain extremes and occasionally drive home impor-
tant messages they usually do so at the expense of many other valuable
insights and attitudes that can enrich our reading of the text

taking a strong christ centered but still fairly elemental approach to
this text brent farleyparley has astutely read the story as a reflection of jesus the
samaritan being born into an unpopular race as a jew as a symbolic
depiction of jesus atonement for sinners and as encouragement for people
to accept the savior s atoning payment by showing mercy and love to
their fellow beings themselves 88 farleyparley is the main LDS commentator
besides nibley mentioned above who has stepped even a short distance
beyond the historically based approach usually taken to this parable by
modern writers however as a paradigm of the human condition and the
plan of salvation the story embraces a broad symbolic view of human
progress that extends well beyond this basic connection noted by farleyparley
and nibley between the samaritan and jesus himself 89
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an eternal imperative

one may next wonder does the allegorical reading diminish the moral
force of the parable lanian mcdonald has expressed the concern that in the
hands of the fathers the parable loses its provocative moral challenge it
becomes instead a confirmation of the faith of the church 90 fred crad-
dock who offers a strong ethical interpretation of the story by emphasizing
the great energy expended and the dangers risked by the ceremonially
unclean samaritan to act with love expecting nothing in return worries
that often poor analogies trivialize the text 91 the entire allegorical
approach should not be judged however by its weakest exemplar any
more than the entire historical approach should be dismissed because of
the silliest of any historical assertions rather than detracting from the
moral implications of this story an allegorical reading that is solidly
grounded in the plan of salvation enhances its power to motivate ethical
conduct while there is obviously great value in approaching the parable
temporally and moralistically the allegorical approach adds an important
eternal perspective to the moral guidance offered by the good samaritan
As werner monselewskiMon selewski rightly concludes in his extensive survey of the his-
tory of interpretation of the good samaritan one need not force a choice
between ethical or nonethical interpretations emphasis can be placed
sometimes more on the ethical aspect and other times more on the theo-
logical aspect 3392119292 the two do not exclude or threaten each other

the allegorical foundation undergirdsundergirds the ethical force of this story by
supplying this narrative with its unique christian rationale without the
gospel of jesus christ the story of the good samaritan is just another ethi-
cal tale with no greater moral force than one of aesopsaesoph fables without the
background of the plan of salvation and the purpose of this mortal exis-
tence the parable lacks a compelling moral mandate in which case its
principal remaining rhetorical motivator is shame one should stop to help
the victim because it would be shameful to be like the insensitive priest or
uncaring levite when it is superimposed upon an underlying awareness
of the plan of salvation however the lesson of the parable gains an eternal
mandate that impels moral conduct one should stop to help the victim
because this will help to bring about the kingdom of god on earth and
bring to pass the eternal life of man this reading positions deeds of neigh-
borly kindness within an expansive awareness of where we have come
from how we have fallen into our present plight and how the binding
ordinances and healing love of the promised redeemer and the nurture of
his church can rescue us from our present situation provided we live wor-
thy of the reward at the time of his second coming in this view even the
smallest of these deeds are not to be seen as trivial acts of politeness or
common courtesy but as the way to follow in the footsteps of the savior
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himself by helping to save lives both physically and spiritually the alle-
gory thus confirms the entire purpose of this existence no wonder jesus
told this story not so much to answer the question who is my neigh-
bour but ultimately to respond to the query what shall I1 do to inherit
eternal life

the lawyers questions

where then does an allegorical reading of this story leave the second
question asked by the lawyer the main scholarly objection to any alle-
gorical reading of this parable arises from the specific context in which
luke relates this story namely in response to the question who is my
neighbour after telling his story jesus did not return to the first ques-
tion but only to the second question when he asked which now of these
three thinkestthinnestthinkest thou was neighbour unto him that fell among the
thieves luke 1036 this is where the pericope in luke ends if we are
to understand that the story of the good samaritan is about christ him-
self rescuing all of mankind how is that story responsive to the lawyer s

second question
in addressing this query some have wondered if the story of the good

samaritan originally belonged in the setting of the legalistslega lists questions or if
luke took two separate accounts one dealing with the two great com-
mandmentsmandments and another about rescuing those in need and worked them
into a single narrative on the one hand eta Linnelinnemannmarm has concluded
the dialogue of the scribe with jesus in luke 1025 28128 over the question
who is my neighbour was linked in the course of tradition with another
dialogue of a scribe with jesus in luke 1030 37137 in which the catchwordcatch word
I1 neighbour also occurred 9391 joseph fitzmyer also holds that only second-
arily has the story of the good samaritan been joined to the preceding
questions of the lawyer since it does not really answer the lawyer s second

question 3194119494 many other biblical commentators note that the story seems
to be forced into the context of luke 1025 28 and that it does not legally
settle the of who is 995 thisquestion defining one s neighbor according to
view the original form of this encounter is preserved best in mark 1228 34
which discusses the issue which is the first commandment of all 11

mark 1228 without the aid of a parable of mercy 96

if it should turn out that the good samaritan story originally stood
separate from the lawyer s questions this would not be troubling for pres-
ent purposes in fact it might actually strengthen the argument in favor of
interpreting the tale allegorically and acontextually As a freestanding story
it could readily serve as a symbolic kingdom parable or as a parable of self
reference to jesus quite independent of the legal question about the defini-
tion of the term neighbor
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on the other hand perhaps one should not give up too quickly on the
connecting context presented by the gospel of luke by responding to
three objections that have been raised by scholars against the lucan setting
howard marshall defends the lucan context of the good samaritan mar
shall points out i1 that in the larger setting of luke 1029 1113 we find an
exposition in chiastic order of the two commandments and so the lawyerslawyers
question is integral to the overall context and has not been downgraded by
luke 2 that the connection between the question and the parable is not
11contrived but grows out of the close link between the terms love and
neighbor in leviticus 1918 and 3 that luke s faithfulness to his sources
and the palestinian nature of the story argue against the idea that the par-
able is merely a redaction of mark 1228 34 97

similarly william stegner has mounted an interesting argument that
because the words do live and a any man are found in leviticus 185 ye
shall therefore keep my statutes which if a man do he shall live in
them which was arguably interpreted in the conventional exegesis of
jesus day as applying to the world to come we should understand that
the legalist was asking jesus to interpret the meaning of that specific pas-
sage and that in telling the story of the good samaritan apparently jesus
was simply following the conventional exegesis of leviticus 185 of that
day thus closely linking the lawyer s question and jesus mode of response
As interpreted by rabbinic logic leviticus 185 confirmed that any ordinary
man who studies the torah will enjoy eternal life as much as a priest
levite or israelite 98 against the backdrop of this schematic stegner argues
an ordinary samaritan becomes as good as a high priest in attaining eter-
nal life

additionally one might point to an interesting array of wordplaysword plays that
bind together the lawyer s question and the story of the good samaritan
gerhardssonGerhardsson advances the idea that in hebrew words for neighbor shep-
herd and samaritan are close enough to suggest that the lawyer s question
and the parable of the good samaritan indeed belonged originally to each
other linked through leviticus 1918 for here there is a play upon words
of the same kind as we find in the jewish midrashesmidrashes where it is a matter of
serious exegetical principle the pericope lk 1025 37 was a unity from
the first 99

thus arguments can be mounted for as well as against the original
linkage between the lawyer s second question and jesus parable of the
good samaritan if that question and the parable were originally con-
nected as luke reports perhaps even more potent than philological or
rabbinic evidence the allegorical message of the parable may offer the
strongest corroboration of all for that linkage for the lawyer s original
question was not who is my neighbour but what shall I1 do to inherit
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eternal life luke 1025 jesus answered that first question precisely with
a story that depicts the plan of salvation the course of mortality the fall
sin facing certain death redemption through christ being restored to life
and enduring to the end in righteousness the real issue was not the second
question but the first from which jesus was not distracted the story of the
good samaritan seems out of context only when the first and primary
question is forgotten

the lawyer was not prepared to understand all of this that jesus was
the good neighbor that people should love christ the neighbor as them-
selves or that every person who comes down from heaven to this earth is

not only one s neighbor but also a spiritual brother or sister but if the
lawyer was able to understand even part of the allegory enough that he
would go and do like the samaritan he would be set on the path that would
eventually lead to his goal of inheriting eternal life when jesus concluded
his instruction with the injunction go and do thou likewise luke 1037
he was inviting the lawyer to consider his own divine potential to do like
the savior himself and in so doing to become eventually like the savior in
enjoying eternal life

hearing the intent of jesus

Is it possible then that jesus intended anyone in his audience to under-
stand the story of the good samaritan as an allegory referring to himself
and the plan of salvation it would easily appear that he could have
expected some to hear and understand jesus usually intended his parables
to be understood at several levels after he had told the parable of the
sower his disciples asked him why speakestspeakest thou unto them in parables
matt 1310 jesus answered some people know the deeper meanings of

things pertaining to the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven but to others
it is not given matt 1311 As joseph smith went on to affirm the par-

ables were all plainly elucidated by jesus to his disciples 100 and many of
those elucidations were allegorical 101 presenting truths so plain and so
glorious that every saint in the last days must respond with a hearty amen
to them 11102102 assuming that the parable of the good samaritan was also
intended to be understood as having a deeper meaning we underestimate
the story if we do not look for a second level of meaning in this text if the
allegorical interpretation followed for so many years among christian
readers is not to be accepted as the deeper mystery behind the story then
what else might serve us with such an esoteric reading

moreover many of the parables and analogies in the sayings of jesus
contain some element of self reference to jesus himself103himself103 the light john
812 the living water john 410 the bread of life john 648 51 the good
shepherd john ioni1011loiiioli the true vine john 151 the rock matt 724 the
gate matt 713 allahaliail of these images can refer to jesus himself in the parable
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of the wheat and the tares jesus is well understood as the farmer who
11sowedbowed good seed in his field and wisely allows the wheat and tares to
grow together until the harvest matt 1324 30 in the parable of the sower
matt 1318 23 jesus scatters his words which fall on variously receptive

soils in the parable of the wicked tenants matt 2133 39 jesus clearly
refers to himself as the son and to the wicked husbandmen as the chief
priests matt 2145 in the parable of the wise and foolish bridesmaids
the bridegroom represents the coming lord matt 251 13 indeed this
manner of interpretation is recommended in the new testament itself in
john 539 jesus admonished people to search the scriptures in particular
to find ways in which the scriptures testify of him and thereby find eternal
life in keeping with these practices and instructions of jesus the story of
the good samaritan also refers to jesus himself and to the mysteries of the
kingdom in his gospel of salvation given this rhetorical environment
would not a discerning audience have been conditioned to look for and
indeed to expect to find some reference in the story of the samaritan by
jesus to himself who himself had been called a samaritan by people in
jerusalem john 848

implications for finding the historical jesus

can one then suggest that the historical jesus taught a concise plan of
salvation that went well beyond a mere proclamation of the coming of the
kingdom of god knowing the scholarly fire storms that swirl around any
attempt to speak definitively about the historical jesus most scholars would
probably not venture an opinion about how much of the allegorical mean-
ing jesus himself actually intended but if one may assume as many do
that jesus wrote himself into this story in the figure of the samaritan then
the invitation is open to see many of the other allegorical meanings in the
story as originating with jesus as well

no one doubts that jesus created and told the story of the good
samaritan even the jesus seminar in its critical search for the authentic
words of jesus places luke 1030 35 in red the group s highest attribution
of authenticity 104 the seminar recognized that the parable challenged a
jewish audience to include a different ethnic group within their defini-
tion of the term neighbor and seeing the story as a metaphorical tale that
redraws the map of both the social and the sacred world the seminar re-
garded this parable as a classic example of the provocative public speech of

the abler 10505jesus parablerparablespar
the jesus seminar and most new testament scholars would go this far

but no further for the historian jesus is permitted to speak on legal and
social issues but not on theological or ecclesiastical matters that restric-
tion however anachronistically presupposes a modern distinction between
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church and state between religion and politics bright lines between those
domains did not exist in western thought until perhaps as late as the en-
lightenmentlighten ment from an ancient perspective jesus is at least as likely to have
been a provocative parablerparablesparabler on theological issues as on political questions

one cannot prove of course that jesus intended his tale to be under-
stood soteriologicallysoterio logically or theologically as the typological analysis suggests
but if people dismiss this possibility on the grounds that jesus did not
make theological or ecclesiastical statements their argument begs the ques-
tion for jesusstoryjesus story of the good samaritan itself may be just such a statement

indeed on other occasions the historical jesus used such concepts as
robbers or adam and eve in his regular course of theological instruction
when he called the temple merchants a den of thieves robbers
mark 1117 he conjured up not only political but also prophetic images
jer 711 and by logical extension he found in the genesis narratives

important instructions regarding the theological underpinnings of the law
of divorce matt 194 7

the historical jesus also regularly grounded his ethical teachings in a

theological matrix he spoke in the sermon on the mount and the sermon
on the plain about compassion and love if the story of the good samari-
tan bears any similarity to any other new testament text it is closest to
matthew 543 48 and luke 627 36361061106 those two texts explicitly state theo-
logical motives for showing mercy and brotherly love in bringing to earth
the kingdom of heaven god sendethsenneth rain on the just and on the unjust
matt 545 and be ye therefore merciful as your father also is merciful
luke 636 it is not hard to imagine that jesus similarly grounded the ethi-

cal message of the good samaritan in theology as well
if jesus intended his audience to see the path to eternal life in theologi-

cal and ecclesiastical as well as ethical terms many opinions about who
jesus was and what he taught would change drastically in this regard the
evidence of the plan of salvation found in the good samaritan may be a
stone rejected by the builders to paraphrase Ps 11822 mark 1210 it is

always possible that the allegorical understanding of the early christian
fathers was first detected in the story retrospectively after the death and
resurrection of jesus but it all fits so well with the plan of salvation that it
seems improbable that the creator of this parable was unaware of the sym-
bolic payload that its words easily carry it may well be the premier place in
scripture where the savior himself teaches the plan of salvation during his
mortal ministry

not an isolated case

do the scriptures speak allegorically about the plan of salvation on
other occasions other allegories of the plan of salvation are indeed to be
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found in the scriptures and elsewhere in early christian literature these
clear instances of allegory increase the plausibility that jesus intended the
story of the good samaritan to be understood allegorically as well the use
of allegory has a longstandinglong standing place in israelite scripture 107 in jewish wis-
dom literature before the christian era 108 and a most interesting example
is found in the early christian hymn of the pearl this text is a beautiful
example of another allegory conveying the paradigm of the plan of salva-
tion of mankind coming from a premortal state to be tested to be given
robes powers and the ability to overcome the adversary 109 thus seeing
the story of the good samaritan as an allegory is in keeping with the world
of early jewish and christian literature

while the modern mind seeks a single right answer to the meaning of
a text ancient jewish and christian writers and readers expected texts to
convey meanings at multiple levels the school of rabbi ishmael taught
and like a hammer that breakethbrea keth the rock in pieces ie just as the rock is

split into many splinters so also may one biblical verse convey many teach-
ings 110 in each passage of scripture origen sought a bodily or literal sense
a soul or moral sense and a spiritual or allegorical sense likewise jesus
the great parablerparablesparabler would not have expected his audience to listen with only
one ear

enriched reader response

one of the great strengths of seeing the good samaritan as an allegory
is that it allows listeners in the audience to identify at different points in
their lives with virtually all of the characters in the story readers may well
ask themselves with whom in this allegory should the listener identify
the richest reading draws the reader in at various positions though the
action of the samaritan is at the center of the parable as polyvalent it
invites us to identify with the other characters nlI1 I1

when this account is reduced to a historical one level parable the lis-

tener gets the impression that the only role with which the listener should
identify is that of the rescuing good samaritan christ surely intended that
all people should see themselves as the samaritan in a physical sense and
also as saviors on mount zion in a spiritual sense aiding in the cause of
rescuing lost souls assisting in the work and glory of god in bringing all

of god s children to eternal life through this story people should learn
that they should strive to go and do like jesus who cast himself in the role
of joseph in egypt who also said in rescuing his brethren this do and
live gen 4218 nan212

disciples however may also want to think of themselves as the
innkeeper and go and be like that man who tends to the longtermlong term recov-
ery needs of the injured traveler he too is neighbor to the one who falls
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among the robbers eventually it is the innkeeper who is promised the
samaritan s reward it also even becomes possible for a listener to identify
with the lord s beast guided by the savior and helping him to rescue souls

or again the listener may identify with the traveler himself 11313 As the
story begins the audience sympathizes with the traveler and listeners are
invited to put themselves into the position of this unfortunate person
james gordon stresses this as the original turn of the story 1 I believe that
jesus was really suggesting to the lawyer that he should place himself in the
position of the wounded travellertraveller11411414 understood from this angle the story
becomes a commentary on the golden rule seeing that you should do
unto others as you would have them do to you there is power and virtue
in positioning oneself initially not as the christ or the rescuer but as the
person in need of being saved more existentially identification with
the victim relativizes our notions of how we can receive the graciousness of
god it often comes from those least expected 11115115

thus a listener may identify in different ways with each of the charac-
ters in this story accordingly we might at times call this story the par-
able of the distressed traveler or the parable of the loyal innkeeper

symptoms of the apostasy

A significant byproductby product of this study is the collecting of evidence that
shows how the christian understanding of the parable of the good samari-
tan changed over time most modern critics simply lump all of the early
allegorical readings of the parable into the same hopper without recogniz-
ing that meaningful variations existed from one interpreter to another in
several respects the core elements of the allegory remained constant from
one writer to the next but as time went on and as christian doctrine moved
further and further away from the first century certain key elements grew
fainter and eventually dropped out of the picture

for example very early in this development clement expressly stated
that the man who goes down represents all of us but most of the later
writers identified him only as adam those early christians like origen
who understood the doctrine of the universal premortal state of all man
kind116kind 16 could have readily recognized the man as a representative of all
humanity who have come down from a premortal world not only as a

depiction of the primal parent
likewise chrysostom recognized the man s robe as a concrete symbol

calling it a robe of immortality or robe of obedience while later inter-
preters saw this element more metaphorically as the covering of spiritual
grace or simply as immortality dropping the thought of actual robes or
garments from the discussion

origen came close to noting the concept of the second death in his
identification ofbeing left half dead commenting that the soul is immortal
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and cannot be killed clement perceived that the wine has something to
do with the blood of christ as the son of david irenaeus understood that
the samaritan by giving the two coins entrusts to us meaning all chris-
tians the duties of being fruitful in caring for the household of god these
potent early ideas however gave way to duller and more blatantly didac-
tic associations in the writings of the later fathers or faded from recogni-
tion entirely

cases such as these suggest that time took its tolltoutoh as the apostasy moved

century by century father away from original christianity As a full under-
standing of the plan of salvation faded from consciousness the ability or
proclivity of christians to detect in the allegory of the good samaritan the
full mystery of that plan of salvation also diminished in respect to certain
important details

As I1 have explained elsewhere and for similar reasons the prophet
nephi predicted that the apostasy would involve at least three stages with
respect to the scriptures first plain and most precious parts would be
11 taken away from the gospel second many covenants of the lord
would be lost and third plain and precious things would be taken away

from the book i ne 1326 28 11717 significantly much can be lost in the
way of understanding especially from the kinds of knowledge that come
from proper covenant making ordinances without losing much in the way

of actual text

objections to an allegorical approach

it should not surprise us then that some people lacking a full under-
standing of the plan of salvation have rejected the value of this allegorical

reading out of hand of course different people may simply prefer differ

ent approaches to literary criticism or textual interpretation but we may
still wonder what evidence or attitudes motivate their objections As far as

I1 can see the reasons proffered against a typological or archetypal allegori-
cal reading of this parable have not been overwhelming

C H dodd an important protestant oxford classicist of the mid
twentieth century simply viewed the allegorical approach with abhor-
rence calling it quite perverseperverse11811118118 such a gross sentiment on dodd s part
should probably be attributed to the flowering of positivism and the ex-

cesses of historical realism that were in their heyday at oxford at that time
As john donahue points out although some allegorizations may have

become fanciful the malleability of allegory need not be viewed as a soft

reading or as an interpretation lacking in rigor 119ilg19

darrell bock a recent evangelical commentator readily concedes that
egelkraut and Schurschurmannmarm have shown that the samaritan represents
jesus 120 but then he goes out of his way to denigrate all other allegorical
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features of the story efforts to allegorize other aspects of the parable fail

the man leaving jerusalem does not equal the adamic fall nor are the rob-
bers satan the priest does not represent the law nor the levite the
prophets the parable focuses on basic morals and compassion not salva-
tion history the text gives no basis for reading the parable symbolically 121

no reasons are stated for these claims beyond these bald proclamations
I1 suspect that bocks evangelical theology drives him to reject so vehe-
mently any such allegorical allusions to salvation history after all for a

person who believes that salvation is obtained solely by confessing one s

faith in jesus the story of the good samaritan should have ended with the
injured man simply looking up at the christ figure and declaring 1 I have
been saved

similarly father joseph fitzmyer generously acknowledges the long-
standing allegorical exegesis in his own catholic tradition but he discounts
it on the ground that such a reading is based on ideas that are extrinsic to
the text 122 but this objection proves too much for the same logic would
preclude the possibility of any symbolic meaning behind most of the par-
ables of jesus for in most cases symbolism is not intrinsically self evident
or overtly stated in any text fitzmyer concedes that luke would be the
first to stress the love of jesus for the afflicted and distressed of humanity
but he asserts that is not the point of this so called parableparable123123 one
wonders why not and can the parable only have one point in addition
fitzmyer willingly traces this extrinsic allegorical material back to the sec-
ond century with marcion and irenaeus but again one wonders may the
larger allegory not stem from christian understandings even a step or two
earlier than that

joachim jeremias concluded that none of luke s parables should be
read as allegories because luke does not explicitly give them an allegorical
interpretation jeremias argued that various layers of tradition in first
century christianity differed widely in their use of allegorical interpreta-
tion 11121124 to support this claim he tried to distinguish the voice of jesus
from the work of matthew the hand of mark or the influence of the early
church especially in light of the surprising absence of allegorization in the
gospel of thomas 125 regrettably jeremias passed over all of luke in a single
paragraph while he rightly observed that luke drew heavily on the explicit
allegorical tradition lying behind him when using his synoptic source
materials jeremias saw in the rich collection of luke s unique parables no
examples of allegorical interpretation 11126126 he based this conclusion on the
absence of overt evidence in luke that spells out the intended allegorical
interpretation but the absence of such pointers does not necessarily pre-
clude an inherent allegorical dimension in the lucan parables especially in
a case such as that of the good samaritan which was given to answer the
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lawyer s questions in an obviously symbolic manner one finds in jeremias
the odd conclusion that although the origin of allegorization is evidently
to be found in the first place on palestinian soilsoll 11127127 the lucan source par-
ables indisputably from palestine were originally free from allegorizing
interpretations 0312811128128 but maybe not the argument from luke s interpreta-
tive silence is weak especially in light of the text s inclusion of the lawyer s

formative questions at the outset that make an interpretive postscript
unnecessary perhaps luke gave his future scholars too much credit as-

suming that they would get the allegorical or christological message with-
out needing to have it all laid out for them

thus the objections raised against the use of allegory inin reading the
good samaritan are not particularly persuasive reticence to embrace
the idea that the parable envelops an allegory of the plan of salvation may
be less a result of logic and more a reflection of the loss of clear knowledge
about that foundational plan

A turn toward allegorical thinking

of course not all modern scholars turn away from allegorical or multi-
valent readings one may even ask if the allegorical approach has made
something of a comeback in recent years in some literary circles indeed
several recent interpretations of the good samaritan have gone beyond the
limits of historical criticism leading fitzmyer to acknowledge that many
modes of exposition most of them allegorical and extrinsic including
christological ecclesialogicalecclesiologicalecclesia logical sacramental or soteriological readings have

not been wanting in modern times 11129129 several reasons may account for
this resurgence

some scholars such as father danieloudani6loujanielouDanidanl elou are drawn to the value of the
ancient tradition as an antidote to modernity he concludes it is legitimate

to see in this parable one of the most admirable expressions of the plan of
salvation and when the theologians borrow from its terminology this is

not fantasy but legitimate development in the transmission of the meaning
of the parable 11130130

more modernist interpreters such as ianlan mcdonald correctly draw
on critical theory to point out that all readers including the historicisthistorichistoricismist

readers unavoidably bring their presuppositions to the text 11131131 using
postmodern insights mcdonald shows that the parable may not be as

simple as people have usually assumed 132 through the use of reader response
analysis and the view of the victim from the ditch mcdonald concludes
that the parable crafts an image of divine reality invading the conventional
world of first century palestine the fathers were right he emphasizes
11 to look for something beyond the literal or historical dimension 11133133
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in a postmodern age other readers may be more willing to ask with
leslie barnard what if the parable of the good samaritan did not have

one original simple meaning in jesus eyeseyes134134 allowing also for the pos-
sibilitysibi lity of an allegorical or archetypal reading requires no flight from
reality into a world of make believe or the use of some inferior art
formsforms1353313511135135 this sort of interpretive work is not to be discarded by a more
enlightened and critical age but is an essential part of what is an on-
going task the theological and spiritual interpretation of the new testa-
ment a task which must be attempted in every age 11136136

A stronger allegorical reading

surveying all of the foregoing readers in this latter day age may thus
ask Is it possible in light of the restored knowledge of the plan ofsalvation
to see the parable of the good samaritan in stronger allegorical terms than
ever before indeed the restored gospel of jesus christ offers a deep spiri-
tual reading and reinstates a more coherent flow of thought into the par-
able s allegorical subtext than is found in the traditional expositions

it must be conceded that the patristic allegorization suffers at certain
points from jarring shifts and disjuncturesjuncturesdis for example one begins with
11 the man representing adam but by the end of the story the victim has
inexplicably transmuted into a representation of all people who are
brought to the church one feels the allegorical ground shifting beneath
the reader s feet another problem arises when the bandages and the
11 wine are said to represent the teachings of christ but one would
expect teachings to be conveyed at a time of instruction by the innkeeper
or church leader who transmits the instructions of the gospel and not to
be introduced by the samaritan at the agonizing point of the victim s near
death and incoherence likewise the beast seems to be a poor representa-
tion for the body of christ when the christ figure is still in the picture
walking alongside the animal 137 incongenial points such as these in the
traditional interpretation have left the patristic exegesis vulnerable to com-
plaints that it is too facile and capricious to be taken seriously

latter day saint doctrine however lays alongside the parable more
congruously than do the traditional readings the plan of salvation as

taught by the modern day prophets offers an overriding framework that
embraces each element in the parable comfortably and sequentially the
LDS typology runs smoothly from beginning to end including the doc-
trine that the spirits of all mankind have come down from a premortal
sphere that all humans have entered into this telestial world have suffered
the effects of the fall have sinned and depend necessarily on the atonement
of jesus christ are washed clean from the effects of the fall by the gift of
our lord are carried triumphantly back into the fold are cared for by the
pure love of jesus need to serve and be served within his church strive to
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prepare for his second coming and ultimately are to go out and do for
others as the savior himself would do

indeed latter day saints may understand the plan of salvation and
readily recognize its relevance to the parable of the good samaritan pre-
cisely because they enjoy the blessings of the temple and the pearl of great
price which clarify the pattern of the fall and redemption that was estab-
lished from the foundations of the world gen 1 3 moses 1 5 that
sequence clearly begins with adam and eve and all mankind moses 35 a

lone journey into this telestial world moses 51 and efforts by the great
impostor to attack 138 usurp authority 139 and destroy moses 513 18 57

the cycle ends in a step by step preparation through priesthood moses

67 anointing and washing moses 635 covenants moses 652 54 the
atonement of jesus christ and his comfort moses 659 62 and the build-
ing up of zion and the kingdom of god moses 716tig iq19 preparing the
world to greet the lord on the day of judgment and to receive the celestial
reward of eternal life moses 721 nothing is more naturally paradigmatic
for latter day saints than is this plan this road map of salvation the great
plan of happiness alma 428 a major element in the restored gospel of
jesus christ 0140O

conclusion
seeing the parable of the good samaritan asa capsule of the plan of

salvation offers a strong respectable reading of this text the strength
of seeing this text as an allegory derives largely from the fact that all the
elements in the story fit naturally and easily into place in the overall layout
nothing seems forced or contrived the pieces all interlock and fit together
as they should if they were designed to be understood that way A latter
day saint construction of the allegory makes even stronger sense of each
of its elements recognizing once again how the scriptures truly testify of
christ jacob 711

in light of these strengths it is not surprising that the basic elements of
this allegorical interpretation thrived as a very early christian tradition this
plain and precious reading was the dominant understanding of this story
among the early christian fathers variations that flowered on this stock
interpretation over the years evidence the vitality of a received understand-
ing of the story put to use in various devotional or theological settings

these readings provide a second level of meaning to the parable a

hallmark of the teachings of jesus if this meaning is not the hidden mys-
tery of this parable what other message of the kingdom should one seek
for in this story or should we think that in this one of the most effective

of all his parables jesus for some inexplicable reason had no divine king-
dom message in mind
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moreover the allegorical or typological reading works better in some
ways than does the purely historical approach for example it solves such
problems as why a person would go down the dangerous road from
jerusalem to jericho alone or why the samaritan would give a blank check
to an unknown innkeeper if the story was intended primarily to reflect
historical reality it is hard to imagine such events actually occurring or
jesus recommending the latter imprudent behavior as a regular practice
even in the name of charity

rather the allegorical view focuses the attention of jesus and the
reader on the primary question asked by the lawyer about how one might
obtain eternal life only at the allegorical level does jesus answer involve

the plan of salvation the way of obtaining eternal life only in this way is

jesus response not evasive but directed at the primary question of the
lawyer at the same time the allegory also responds to the derivative and
narrower question about the definition of the term neighbor

this journey turned out to be longer but at the same time more inter-
esting than I1 originally expected As I1 have shared these ideas with friends
and colleagues they too have found the allegorical approach to be intrigu-
ing and enriching at a minimum one may confidently conclude that
whatever else a person might think about the ultimate probity of the meth-
ods of symbolic interpretation seeing the parable of the good samaritan
as an allegory of the plan of salvation offers a powerful spiritual avenue for
recognizing that the same truths were taught by the lord jesus christ dur-
ing his mortal ministry as were restored in this dispensation by the prophet
joseph smith knowledge of god s eternal plan of redemption indelibly
transforms and enriches the meaning of this quintessential christian text
for me the tale will never be the same again
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7 seely allegory of the olive tree 291
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presses umversitairesuniversitairesUniversitaires de france 1992 229 33

ii hugh W nibley since cumorah id ed collected works of hugh nibley
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12 malcolm miller chartres cathedral andover eng pitkin pictorials 1985 66

6871
13 miller chartres cathedral 68

14 wolfgang kemp the narratives ofofgothicgothic stained glass trans caroline dob-
son saltzwedel cambridge cambridge university press 1997 66 78 colette manhesmaches
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good samaritan that can be found inin the writings of the early christian fathers let
alone to describe their broad theological stances that influenced each particular allego
rizanzationrizationrigationtion of this parable it isis sufficient at this point to recognize that the tale of the good
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16 all quotes of irenaeus inin this article come from contra haeresesHaereses 3173317.33 17 3 inin
patrologiae graecaeGraecae ed J P migne 161 vols parispans J P migne 1857 1900 79307 930900 31

or against heresiesHeresies inin the ante nicene fathers translations of the writings of the
fathers down to ADA D 325 ed alexander roberts and james donaldson io10 vols grand
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irenaeus c 140 0 202 was one of the first to comment on the good samaritan
writing inin opposition to certain heresiesheresies inin the second century ADA D he used the story
to buttress his point that god had conferred his spirit upon the church like the dews
from heaven protecting church members from being consumed by the heretical fires of
the devil for irenaeus this assuring point was proved by the fact that the good samari-
tan symbolizing christ himself gives to his disciples the image and superscription of
the father and the son represented by the two royal denaria coinscorns mentioned inin
luke 103510 35 in particular jesus description of the samaritan giving the innkeeper the
two coinscorns symbolizes god giving his image to the leaders of the church who give
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the image to the man restoring him to the image and likeness of god in which he was
originally created irenaeussIrenaeuss argumentative use of the good samaritan in this way
may give evidence that his orthodox readers already understood the story in a broad
authoritative allegorical sense otherwise he could not very well have assumed that this
allegorization would have carried much weight in rebutting his heretical opponents

17 all quotes of clement in this article come from tttittir 6 aw6gevoctcdouevoc 171kouatnaoucnoci
0

27 29 in patrologiae graecaeGraecae 9633 36 or who Is the rich man that shall be saved in
ante nicene fathers 2599

clement of alexandria died c 215 writing in the second and third century
argued generagenerallyfly that man should love god as required under the first great com-
mandmentmandment and should likewise love christ because he was the neighbor who helped
the victim in the narrative in luke io10 and therefore must be loved under the second
great commandment for clement the answer to the lawyer s question who is my
neighbour is none other than the saviour himself who pitied us was put to death
and is the only physician who cuts out our sinful passions thoroughly by the root in
clement s view the main conclusion to be drawn from the story of the good samari-
tan is that we are therefore to love jesus christ equally with god and we do that by
helping our neighbors

18 origen quoted in joseph T lienhard trans origen homilieshomiliusHomilies on luke frag-
ments on luke the fathers of the church A new translation vol 94 washington
DC catholic university of america 19961381996 138

ig19 because origen attributed all the rudiments of this interpretation to one of
the elders who for origen and other early fathers were rigorously associated with

the earliest jewish christians danldanieloudaniloudanilofDaniDanilouelouliou le bon Samaritain 458 citing also irenaeus
papiascapias and clement one may conclude that this reading may well have been known
in the original circles of church leaders the precise meaning of the word elders in sec
ond century christianity however is unfortunately obscure and in flux R alastair
campbell the elders seniority within earliest christianity studies of the new testa-
ment and its world ed john riches edinburgh T and T clark 1994 210 35 in the
second century papiascapias declared that whenever possible he would ask people what they
had heard from the elders by whom he meant by name andrew peter philip
thomas james john matthew or any other of the lords disciples fragments of
papiascapias i1 in the ante nicene fathers 1153

20 all quotes of origen in this article are based on either jerome s surviving latin
translation origen in lucamlaucam homiliaehomilizeHom iliae 34 in patrologiae graecaeGraecae 131886 88 or from
origen homilieshomiliusHomilies on luke trans lienhard cited above 137 41 or from a related frag-
ment in greek often attributed to origen fragment 71 rauer 168 in origen homelieshom&eshomkesHo meliesmellesmeiles
sursursS luc texteteate latin et fragmentsetfragments grecs trans and ed henri crouzelcrouzetCrouzel francoisfranois fournier
and pierre Perichon vol 87 of sources chrtienneschretiennesChretien nes paris editions du cerf 1962 520

origen c 184 0 254 himself modified one but only one part of the understand-
ing he received from one of the elders preferring an interpretation that kept some
people out of harms way origen argued that we should not think that the story of
the man who fell among robbers applies to every man but only to those who wrongly
and intentionally go down into vices and sins suffering the wounds of disobedience
accordingly for origen jesus the samaritan goes out intentionally with bandages
and oil in hand to rescue the wounded man who has caused his own misfortune just
as jesus goes out seeking the lost sheep of the fold who have wrongly strayed off the
path and away from the church

other than quibbling over this one detail however origen accepted allanaliail of the
other allegorical elements in the interpretation that was apparently current in his day
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thus origen saw christ as this samaritan who bears our sins and exhorted all
of the righteous to be imitators of christ to pity those who have fallen among
thieves and to bear their burdens such an interpretation was consistent with the
conclusion that jesus gave to the story go and do thou likewise luke 1037 com-
pare luke T johnson sharing possessions philadelphia fortress 1981 105 origen s

exhortation also harmonized with his limited reading of a man but it diminished the
audiences inherent identification with the victim who otherwise had symbolized all
people everywhere who are fallen and in need of being rescued

21 all quotes credited to Chrysochrysostomstorn 346 407 in this article come from av
opong070206 TItt KWIPMVEV kotiKOCIkoclficaiicai noronotoTnora ii in patrologiae graecaeGraecae 61755 58 and eietc TTVr v
7tapaporvmxpapomx paropapopaio vrobarobzouTOU eatceoovroctnoj6vto eicoelcoetc tomc aiancrcac in patrologiae graecaeGraecae 62755 58 these
texts were possibly written by proclusproctus ofconstantinople or someone else whoever wrote
them these texts add further evidence of the common tradition in early christianity
regarding the good samaritan for convenience they will be attributed to chrysostom

chrysostom did not label the story the parable of the good samaritan but
rather the parable of him who fell among robbers and A certain man who went
down and fell among robbers he accepted all the standard allegorical components
in the traditional reading but used the story in the end mainly to show that the gospel
welcomes all the gentiles that when the gentiles do good it is because they shew the
work of the law written in their hearts and that the church the inn embraces all

people as the apostle paul taught
22 all quotes of ambrose in this article come from expositioExposiexpositiontio evangelliEvangeliieill secundurnsecundumsecundusSecunduhnumurn

lucamlaucam 7.69769769 84 in ambrosiiarnbrosiiAmbroambrosiasiislisll mediolanensis opera part 4 corpus christianorumChristia norum vol 14

turnhouttornhoutTurn hout brepolsBrepols 1957 237 41

ambrose c 339 397 who advised roman emperors and wrote in the west in the
late fourth century was a strong advocate of celibacy and strict christian living in order
to overcome the fall of adam in his lengthy commentary on the gospel of luke
ambrose emphasized the amazing mystery signified by the parable of the good samari-
tan he built upon the traditional approach and used it as a strong vehicle through
which to convey his message of the perils terrors and exile of mortality the bandages
are the stricter rules of christ that bind up our sinful wounds the wine that cleanses us
with judgment is stinging not soothing and without christ the samaritan we are in
a state of utter despair because of our poor and filthy condition from which he alone
rescues us

23 all quotes of augustine in this article come from quaestionumquaestionurn evangeliorurnevangeliorumEvangeliorum
libri duo liber secundus quaestiones in evangelium secundumsecundussecundum lucum ig19 in patrolopatrola
glae laminaelatinaeLa tinae ed J P migne 221 volsVOIS paris J P migne 1841 1903 351340 41

augustine 354 430 was influential in the west he was baptized by ambrose and
became the bishop of hippo regius in modern day algeria one of his fifth century
treatises gives answers to questions covering numerous passages in the gospel of luke
augustinesaugustinasAugu stines interpretation of the story of the good samaritan which he referred to as
the story of the man who descended from jerusalem to jericho paralleled rather
mechanically the basic allegorical understanding promoted by origen s unnamed
elder except at the end there augustine equated the innkeeper with the apostle paul
who advised people to remain celibate virgins in order to serve others in charity and
receive the promise of future glory as the samaritan promises the innkeeper that he will
return and pay him for his services

24 all quotes of isidore in this article come from allegorizeallegoriae quaedamquaedarn scripturaescripturalScrip turae
sacraemacrae 204 6 in patrologiae latinaelaminaeLatinae 83124

in the sixth century isidore 550560560 636 archbishop of seville wrote about the
good samaritan only in passing he saw the samaritan as christ curing all the human
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race from their wounds of sin and the inn symbolizing the apostles or their succes-
sors who rectify our predicaments through the gospel

25 all quotes ascribed to eligius in this article are from comiliahomilia 9 de vulneratovulneratevuln erato
samaritano in patrologiae latinaelaminaeLatinae 87627 28

homily 9 usually attributed to eligius 588 660660 in france is curiously headed
the wounded samaritan de vulneratovulneratevuln erato samaritano apparently the author as-

sumed that the wounded man is a samaritan and perhaps for that reason the jewish
passersby do not come to his aid and rescue for him the main attraction in this story
was the compassion the tears and the immense grace of the savior who accepts our
confession and forgives our sins

26 the allegory was reiterated or explicated for several centuries by fulgentius of
ruspegruspe 467 533 in patrologiae laminaelatinaeLatinae 65931 32 the venerable bede 672 735 in
patrologiae latinaelaminaeLatinae 92468 70 smaragdus ofofsaintsaint mihiel d about 825 in patrologiae
laminaelatinaeLatinae 102446 48 rabanus maurus 776 856 in patrologiae laminaelatinaeLatinae 110448 51 and
11180 and theophanes kerameuskeramefsKera meus 1129 52 in patrologiae graecaeGraecae 132291 304

27 to be clear I1 use these words to mean the following allegorization is a mode
or method of interpretation that can be applied to any kind of text while not denying
for example the texts historical content an allegory is a specific kind of composition
with reference to the good samaritan both meanings can apply jesus composed this
story perhaps based on an actual event in the form of an extended allegory that text
can then be read allegorically to elicit from its elements various allegorizations on
medieval allegorization see henri de lubacaubac exegeseexegseexegete medieval i les quatre sens de pariI1 ecriacri

ture paris aubier 1959 especially the first chapter I1 thank carl griffin for his com-
ments on these early christian sources and their methods

28 it is impossible to know which aramaic words jesus used it may be relevant
that the syriac versions of luke 1030 use a different root word in their term for man

29 leonard J coppes 1 I adam in theological wordbook of the old testament
ed R laird harris gleason L archer jr and bruce K waltke 2 volsVOIS chicago
moody 1980 110mollolio fritz maass adam in theological dictionary of the old testa-
ment ed G johannes botterweck and helmer ringgrenRinggren grand rapids mich eerd-
mans 19741751974 175 87

30 on the high risks of being attacked by robbers or suffering other misfortunes
while traveling in the ancient world see barry J beitzel travel and communication
in the anchor bible dictionary ed david noel freedman 6 vols new york double-
day 1992 6644 46 and notes 69 and 71 below

31 of course the symbolism of jericho can be understood in other ways it is pos-
sible that jericho is not allaliail bad for present purposes however I1 am simply assuming
that the traveler intentionally embarks on the experience of mortality and is on his way
down but is rescued when forces beyond his own strength leave him helpless it is inter-
esting to wonder where the traveler should go after he leaves the inn should he go on
to jericho back to jerusalem or on to some destination better than either of them
perhaps he will choose to stay at the inn to help others as he has been helped

32 walter bauer A greek english lexicon of the new testament and other early
christian literature trans and adapted by william F arndt and F wilburwllburwlibur gingrich
chicago university of chicago press 1957 664 65 655

33 see john W welch legal and social perspectives on robbers in first century
judea in masada and the world of the new testament ed john W welch and john F

hallhahhalihail provo utah BYU studies 19971411997 141 53

34 ekduo is the opposite of endioenduo to get dressed from which the word endow
literally derives
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35 on josephs coat as a sacred garment along with an extensive discussion of
priestly clothing inin general see hugh W nibley sacred vestments inin temple and
cosmos beyond this ignorant present collected works of hugh nibley vol 12 salt
lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 19921311992 131 32

36 fredfredeE woods elisha and the children the question ofaccepting prophetic
succession BYU studies 32 no 3319921992 47 58

37 ironically the word synkuriasynkunasynkulasynkuriakunakurla from syn and kureoaureo literally to hit or fallbail

together and hence a coincidence nevertheless sounds as if it comes from the word
kuriakunakurla lady mistress with its cognate kunos lord or the lord this verbal happen
stance isis itself simply a coincidence significantly the word used inin the parable isis not
tuche by fate or luck the priest isis not there by chance or by fortune but simply as
events happen to run together

38 joachim jeremias jerusalem inin the time 0of jesus philadelphia fortress 1969
147 207 jeremias examinesexamines inin detail the variousvarious roles of these priests chief priests and
the high priest for the number of priests see his analysis on ppap 199 205 especially his
conclusion on p 203

39 philo the special laws 1156 inin philo trans F H colson io10 vols cambridge
mass harvard university press 1968 71887 188 89 quoted and discussed inin jeremias
jerusalem inin the time ofjesusof jesus 209

40 jeremias jerusalem inin the time ofjesusof lesusjesus 209 quoting tamid 32b soncinoconcino tal
mud 18 volume edition london soncinoconcinoSon cino 1978

41 for example heinrich zimmermann das gleichnisGleich nis vom barmherzigenbarmherzigen
samaritersamantermaritersamantherSa manter luke 102510 25 37 inin die zeit jesu ed gunthergiinther bornkammbornkampBornkamm and karl rahner
freiburg herder 1970 67 for the definition and a discussion of several such christ-

ological
chris-

toto interpreters including barth gollwitzer and others see monselewskiMon selewski der
barmherzige samaritersamantermaritersamantherSamanfermanter 7 14

42 zimmermann das gleichnisGleich nis vom barmherzigenbarmherzigen samaritersamantermaritersamantherSa manter 66 67
43 birger gerhardssonGerhardsson the good samaritan the good shepherd 7 coniectanea

neotestamentica vol 16 uppsalaUppsala almquist and wiksellswikseflsWikwlk sellsseilsselis 1958

44 francis brown the new brown driver briggs Gegeseniusgesemusgeleniussenius hebrew and en-
glish lexicon peabody mass hendrickson 197910361979 1036loog

45 gerhardssonGerhardsson the good samaritan the good shepherdshepherd71721771717 italics inin original
46 helmut koster inin gerhard friedrich ed theological dictionary of the new

testament io10 vols trans and ed geoffrey W bromiley grand rapids mich eerd-
mans 1971 75537 553

47 DaniDandanldanieloudaniloudanilofelouilou le bon SaSamanmaritaintain 461

48 john A tvedtnes olive oil symbol of the holy ghost inin allegory of the
olive tree 427 59

49 stephen D ricks kingship coronation and covenant inin mosiah 1 6 inin
king benjamin s speech that ye may learn wisdom ed john W welch and stephen D
ricks provo utah FARMS 1998 249 50

5050 tvedtnes olive oil 427
51 danieloudani6loujanielouDanidanlelou le bon SaSamanmaritaintain 461

52 see john E stambaugh and david L balchbatchbaich the new testament inin its social
environment library of early christianity ed wayne A meeks philadelphia west
minster 1986 78

53 danieloudani6loujanielouDanidanlelou le bon SaSamanmaritaintain 461

54 bauer greek english lexicon 169 70
55 although eric bishop does not mention any allegorical interpretation he

endeavors to solve the infelicity inin reading the story historically by speculating that
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11 presumably the samaritan and the innkeeperinn keeper were already acquainted from the for-
mer s previous trips across jordan eric F F bishop people on the road to jericho
the good samaritan and the others evangelical quarterly 42 1970 4

56 the most extensive history of the interpretation of the good samaritan over
the past two millennia is monselewskiMon selewski der barmherzige Samariter

57 hartmut hoevelmann wer ist der barmherzige samaritermaritersamaritterSa eine ungewohnte
perspektiveperspective in luthers auslegungAuslegung von lk 10 23 37 luther 64 1993 54 57

58 hans gunther klemm das gleichnisGleichnis vom barmherzigenbarmherzigen samaritermaritersamaritterSa grundzugeGrundzuge
der auslegungAuslegung im 1611716.11716 elj jahrhundertJahrhundert stuttgart kohlhammer 1973 129 41

59 james C gordon the parable of the good samaritan st luke 1025 37 A

suggested orientationreorientationre expository times 56 1944 45 302 4
6060 hermann binder argues that the priest and the levite symbolically represent

organized or cultic religion hermann binder das gleichnisGleich nis vom barmherzigenbarmherzigen
Sa mariter theologischeTheolo gische zeitschriftZeitschrift 15 1959 176 94

61 monselewskiMonselewski der barmherzige Samariter 159

62 barnard to allegorize or not to allegorize 5

63 barnard to anegARegallegorizeorize or not to allegorize lo1010

64 jewish samaritan hostilities is a favorite theme among scholars spicqspica
charity of the good samaritan 221 22 david wenham the parables of jesus
downers grove 111.111iiiililii intervarsityInterVarsity 1989 154 61 william R farmer ed the inter-

national bible commentary A catholic and ecumenical commentaryorcommentarynorforor the twenty
first century collegevilleCollegeville minn liturgical press 1998 1407 citing ben sirach
5025 26 james E talmage jesus the christ salt lake city the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints 1981 430 32 see generally jeremias jerusalem in the time oflesusof jesuslesus
352 58 who sees the message of the parable simply as neighbourlyneighbourly love triumphing
over deep rooted national hatred 358

65 alfred edersheim the life and times of jesus the messiah A ed oxford
1886 reprint grand rapids mich eerdmans 1971 234 39 georg eichholz gleich
nisse der evangelien form uberlieferung auslegungAuslegung neukirchen neukirchenerNeukirchener verl-
ag 1971 153 63

66 J duncan M derrett law in the new testament london darton longman
and todd 1970 220 22 226

67 W J masson the parable of the good samaritan expository times 48
1936 37 179 81 joachim jeremias the parables ofoflesuslesusjesus rev ed new york charles

scribner s sons 1963 202 5 binder das gleichnisGleich nis vom barmherzigenbarmherzigen Samariter
176 94 spicqspica charity of the good samaritan 221 craig A evans luke new inter-
national biblical commentary peabody mass hendrickson 1990 176 craig S

keener the IVP bible background commentary new testament downers grove ill111111.iliiiilii
intervarsityInterVarsity press 1993 218 david ravens luke and the restoration of israel journal
for the study of the new testament supplement series ed stanley E porter vol 119ilg
sheffield eng sheffield academic press 1995 82 83 sharon ringe however specu-

lates that the priest and levite are traveling away from jerusalem and therefore cannot
be concerned about ritual purity sharon H ringe luke westminster bible compan-
ion ed patrick D miller and david L bartlett louisville westminster john knox
1995159

68 S brent farleyparley the calling of the seventy and the parable of the good
samaritan luke 101 37 studies in scripture 5318

69 douglas E oakman was jesus a peasant implications for reading the
samaritan story luke 1030 35 biblical theology bulletin 22 eailfallfah 19921211992 121 22 when
jews in that time period embarked on a journey they prayed may it be thy willwidlwidd
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0 lord my god to lead me forth in peace and direct my steps in peace and uphold me
in peace and deliver me from the hand of every enemy and ambush by the way
berakoth 29b soncinoconcino talmud ringe however goes so far as to think that some in
jesus audience may well have seen the robbers as the only sympathetic characters
in the story some might even have engaged in such activity as freedom fighters them-
selves ringe luke 158 59

7070 derrett law in the new testament 220 21

71 oakman was jesus a peasant 122 ringe luke 158 decent people would
avoid them at all cost

72 derrett law in the new testament 218 ig19 1I howard marshall the gospel of
luke A commentary on the greek text exeter paternoster 1978 449 50

73 joseph A fitzmyer the gospel according to luke X XXIVYXIV the anchor bible
new york doubleday 1964 884 eric franklin christ the lord A study in the purpose

and theology of luke acts london SPCK 1975 158 eta linnemann jesus of the
parables new york harper and row 1967 54 frederick houk borsch many things
in parables philadelphia fortress 1988 64 71

74 oakman was jesus a peasant 117 25

75 kristjdnkristjenkristakristj an 136buason136asonbeasonason the good samaritan luke 1025 37 one text three meth
ods in luke acts scandinavian perspectives ed petri luomanen vandenhoeck
finnish exegetical society 1991iggi i1 35

76 farmer international bible commentary 1407 see also francis zerwick the
good samaritan furrow 6 1955 293 who argues that it was likely that the man lying
in his blood was their brother a jew like themselves

77 ringe luke 158

78 evans believes that in this parable christ teaches a higher law that the old test-

ament commandment to love one s neighbor also extends to foreigners but this seems
unlikely on two accounts it is unclear that the samaritan has loved a foreigner and the
point is not that one should love the samaritan a foreigner but rather be like him
evans luke 177

79 john bowman the parable of the good samaritan expository times 59

1947 4815148 151 53

8080 george horowitz the spirit ofjewishof jewish law new york bloch 19531241953 124
81 derrett law in the new testament 215 citing mishnah pesahim 8.68686

82 in any event the impurity could be cured in seven days a relatively minor in-

convenience corpse impurity was not limited to priests but affected everyone num 52
i9n19mignian although it would have hit the priest harder than the levite or a lay person

83 derrett law in the new testament 100 125

84 david 0 mckay richard anderson and catherine parry discuss many of
jesus parables but say little or nothing about the good samaritan david 0 mckay
does not mention the good samaritan david 0 mckay jesus the master story-
teller instructor 87 november 1952 321 22 339 richard anderson sees the samari-
tan as a moral hero richard lloyd anderson how to read a parable ensign 4
september 1974 58 63 catherine parry does not cover the good samaritan however

she has addressed this parable for a forthcoming publication catherine corman parry

simon I1 have somewhat to say unto thee judgment and condemnation in the
parables of jesus BYU 1990 gi91 devotional and fireside speeches provo utah
brigham young university 1991 113 19

85 talmage jesus the christ 430 32
86 robert J matthews the parables of jesus published typescript provo utah

brigham young university press 1969 64 66
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878 E keith howick the parables of jesus the messiah salt lake city bookcraft
1986 97 98

88 S brent farleyparley the parables A reflection of the mission of christ in A

symposium on the new testament salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1980 78 restated in farleyparley calling of the seventy 318 19

89 farleyparley calling of the seventy 318 19 H wallace goddard similarly recog-
nizes that the samaritan clearly represents jesus goddard finds remarkable lessons
for family life in the behavior of the good samaritan as it contrasts with the behavior
of others in the parable H wallace goddard the good samaritan as a model for
family life in my soul delightethDelighteth in the scriptures ed H wallace goddard and
richard H cracroft salt lake city bookcraft 19991761711999 176171

go90 J lanian H mcdonald alien grace luke 10301030 36 the parable of the good
samaritan in jesus and his parables interpreting the parables of jesus today ed
V george shillington edinburgh T and T clark 1997 48

91 fred B craddock luke louisville john knox 19901511990 iii151lii
92 monselewskiMonselewski der barmherzige maritersamaritersamaritterSa 180180

93 linnemann jesus of the parables 56

94 fitzmyer gospel according to luke 883

95 for further discussion see jan lambrecht once more astonished the parables

oflesusof lesusjesus new york crossroad 1983 646664 66 ringe luke 157 zimmermann das gleich
nis vom barmherzigenbarmherzigen Sa mariter 58 62

96 linnemann jesus of the parables 56

97 marshall gospel of luke 445 46
98 william richard stegner the parable of the good samaritan and leviticus

185 in the living text essays in honor of ernest W saunderssounders ed dennis E groh and
robert jewett lanham md university press of america 1985 30 33

99 gerhardssonGerhardsson the good samaritan the good shepherd 17 28 29
100loo smith teachings of the prophet joseph smith 98

101lolloiiol joseph smith taught that the parable of the sower matt 133 8 alludes
directly to the commencement or the setting up of the kingdom at the time of
christ the parable of the wheat and the tares matt 1324 30 has at first to do with
early christianity in its infancy while in its reference to the harvest we have an allu-
sion directly to the human family in the last days smith teachings of the prophet
joseph smith 97 98 loiiollol

the mustard seed matt 1331 32 represents the expansive growth of the restored
kingdom through the sprouting of the book of mormon out of the earth in the last
days and the leaven matt 1333 may be understood as the rise of the church out of
a little leaven that was put into three witnesses smith teachings of the prophet joseph

smith 98 loo100

the treasure hid in the field matt 1344 is the latter day saints selling all that
they have and gathering themselves together unto a place that they may purchase and
the man seeking goodly pearls matt 1345 46 represents men traveling to find places
for zion who when they find the place for zion or the pearl ofgreat price straight-
way sell that they have and buy it smith teachings of the prophet joseph smith 101 2

the net cast in the sea matt 1347 48 is the seed of joseph spreading forth the
gospel net upon the face of the earth and the scribe bringing forth out of his treasury
both old and new matt 1352 represents the restoration of old truths and covenants
through the coming forth of the book of mormon and also the translation of the
bible thus bringing forth out of the heart things new and old smith teachings of the

prophet joseph smith 102
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102 smith teachings of the prophet joseph smith 102 unfortunately we have no
evidence that joseph smith ever commented on the parable of the good samaritan

103 one main doctrine in the parables is the savior s witness to his divine call-
ing anderson how to read a parable 62

104 robert W funk roy W hoover and the jesus seminar the five gospels
the search for the authentic words ofjesusof jesus new york macmillan 1993 323 red type
indicates that the text would be included unequivocally in the database for determin-
ing who jesus was 36

105 funk hoover and the jesus seminar five gospels 324
106log monselewskiMonselewski der barmherzige Samariter 159

107 isaiah used the vineyard allegorically in isaiah 5 zenossjenoss allegory of the olive
tree in jacob 5 is perhaps the best example found anywhere of an extended symbolic
depiction of the relationship between god and his people individually and collectively
and the process and history of salvation

108108 speaking in popular parables or seeking deeper meaning in scriptural stories
was already a well established part of jewish wisdom from at least the second century BC
As elias bickerman shows pious jewish intellectuals in hellenistic jerusalem busied
themselves with discovering hidden double meanings in just about all of their tradi-
tional literature

As for the intellectual duties of the sage ben sira says that he will inter-
pret the hidden meanings of maxims and be conversant in dark parables
the wise koheletkohelethKohelet for instance was busy with meshalimmeshulimmeshalim 129 this bewilder-
ing terminology is derived from the wise men of olden times from the age of
ahikarshikar who spoke in proverbs and from the age of solomon who spoke
of trees beasts and fishes elias J bickerman the jews in the greek age
cambridge mass harvard university press 1988 168

jewish sectarianssectarians at that time sought to fulfill darash the torah literally to fill the
hebrew scriptures with their fullest possible meanings bickerman jews in the greek
age 172 this often involved what modern critics would clearly identify as embellish-
ing stylizingstyli zing or appropriating old stories for new purposes but to the ancient exegete
the meaning was embedded in the text itself the rabbis called this work of actualiza-
tion haggadahhaggadayHaggadah a term that intimates that scripture itself is telling its new meaning
bickerman jews in the greek age 177 similarly but more systematically philo of
alexandria in the first century AD sought to discover a spiritual allegory behind each
passage of jewish scripture for example see philo allegorical interpretation of gene-
sis 2 3 in colson philo 1140 473

109log john W welch and james V garrison thehymnthe hymn of the pearl an ancient
counterpart to 0 my father BYU studies 36 no i1 1996 97 127 38

lionoiioilo sanhedrin 34a soncinoconcino talmud
iii111ili john R donahue the gospel in parable philadelphia fortress 19881331988 133

112 derrett law in the new testament 219

113 zimmermann das gleichnisGleich nis vom barmherzigenbarmherzigen Sa mariter 64
114 gordon parable of the good samaritan 303 italics in original
115 donahue gospel in parable 134

116ilg see hugh nibley treasures in the heavens in old testament and related
studies collected works of hugh nibley vol i1 salt lake city deseret book provo

utah FARMS 19861731986 173 77

117 john W welch illuminating the sermon at the temple and sermon on the mount
an approach 103to 3 nephi ii iai8M and Matthewmatthews5 7 provo utah FARMS 1999 119 20
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118 C H dodd the parables of the kingdom new york charles scribners
sons 1961iggi 2

119ilg donahue gospel in parable 133 34
120 zimmermann also readily agrees that the christian tradition is not in error

seeing christ in the compassionate samaritan but shies away from further allegorical
meanings that must be kept at a distance zimmermann das gleichnesgleichnerGleich nes vom
barmherzigenbarmherzigen Samariter 67

121 darrell L bock luke volume two 995151 2453 baker exegiticalexegetical commentary
on the new testament grand rapids mich baker books 1996 21033 34

122 fitzmyer gospel according to luke 885 eichholz gleichnisseGleichnisse der evangelien
175 78 similarly recognizes the allegorical tradition from the alexandrian elder and
augustine on down to luther and erasmus but rejects it as foreign to the indepen-
dent meaning of the text and in the words of calvin as foolish games 177

123 fitzmyer gospel according to luke 885

124 jeremias parables ofjesusof jesus 67
125 jeremias parables qfjesusof jesus 66 89
126 jeremias parables qfjesusof jesus 87

127 jeremias parables qfjesusof lesusjesus 89
128 jeremias parables qfjesusof lesusjesus 88

129 fitzmyer gospel according to luke 885

130130loo danieloudani6loujanielouDanidanlelou le bon Sa maritain 465
131 mcdonald alien grace 42 see generally hansgeorghans georg godamerbodamerGodamer truth and

method id rev ed trans joel weinsheimerandweinsheimerWeinsheim erandand donald G marshall new york con-
tinuum 1993

132 for example I1 would point to david tiede who has written it is difficult to
gain a fresh perspective on a text which is so familiar and is simple enough for a child
to see david L tiede luke augsburg commentary on the new testament min-
neapolis augsburg 1988 207 209

133 mcdonald alien grace 44 45
134 barnard to allegorize or not to allegorize io10

135 barnard to allegorize or not to allegorize 5

136 barnard to allegorize or not to allegorize io10

137 if jesus had wanted the parable to indicate that he alone would bring the vic-
tim into the church he could have had the samaritan carry the victim on his own back

138 represented in the parable in the form of death blows compare hugh nib-
ley the message of the joseph smith papyri an egyptian endowment salt lake city
deseret book 1975 io8108ioa 111lii 216 see also the apocryphal work vita adae et evae

341 2 in the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha of the old testament in english ed R H
charles 2 volsVOIS oxford clarendon 1913 2142 in which adam suffers seventy blows
to various parts of his body as chastisement for the fallfalifailfahlpahl I1 thank don norton for
this point

139 this element is present in the parable as the robbers strip or undress literally
un dow the victim

140 gerald N lund plan of salvation plan of redemption in encyclopedia of
mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york macmillan 19923lo881992310881992 31088 91


